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DEFENSE-INITIATED VICTIM OUTREACH 
 

 
Introduction to the Manual 
 
DIVO is a process by which victims and survivors of crime may, if they choose, access 

the defense attorney or defense team through a trained Victim Outreach Specialist 

(VOS) in order to attend to needs and interests that can best be addressed by the 

defense.   If the service is desired, the VOS works with the victim survivor, or in the 

case of a homicide, the family, to identify questions, concerns and needs that can be 

uniquely addressed by the defense, and communicates those issues to the defense, 

assisting them, as needed, in formulating a response.  Through the VOS the defense 

then has an opportunity to potentially meet victim survivor needs without compromising 

the due process rights of the defendant. 

 

In a very real sense, DIVO is as much a philosophy as a “program.”  Through the 

historic work of countless crime victim survivors and their advocates we now have 

police-based crime victim liaisons, prosecutor-based victim assistance coordinators, 

and corrections-based service providers.  It’s time now that the defense community, 

whose members serve a core function within the criminal justice system, recognize and 

act upon their obligation to the victim survivors whose experiences of harm initiate and 

drive the process.  The responsibility for treating victim survivors with dignity and 

respect falls to every member of the criminal justice system.   

 

This manual will assist you in developing principled Defense-Initiated Victim Outreach in 

your state or region.  In it you will find material that will assist you in promoting DIVO 

among defense attorneys and other key stakeholders including judges, prosecutors and 

victim service providers.  Agendas and material for training defense attorneys are 

included.  Finally, this manual will present programmatic ideas for maintaining and 

coordinating a DIVO program, overcoming obstacles, maintaining accountability, and 

assuring continuity of service. 
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This manual has been developed with funds from the Bureau of Justice Assistance, US 

Department of Justice, in part to document lessons learned in Texas, one of the early 

states to intentionally implement a DIVO program.  Throughout the manual the term 

“Texas Model” will be used to denote the practices and experiences in that state as 

opposed to DIVO efforts in other states and at the federal level.  While the Texas Model 

is an expression of current best practices, Texas laws and procedures, the experiences 

of a great many professionals, and more than three years’ refinement, it does not 

promote itself as one that can be adopted elsewhere with no expectation of additional 

reflection and thoughtful adaptations.  You can anticipate making modifications based 

on the laws and practices in your area.  Even within this manual you can expect to find 

illustrations and anecdotes that reflect practices that differ from those presented under 

the rubric of the Texas Model. 

 

As will be made clear in the history section of the manual, DIVO was initially developed 

for use in capital cases and for a variety of reasons, capital cases make up the majority 

of DIVO cases today.  This manual discusses the use of DIVO in non-capital cases but 

throughout the material the term “victim survivor” will be used to denote the person or 

persons most directly harmed by the crime, either as primary victims or secondary 

victims, whether or not someone was killed.  What constitutes appropriate terminology 

continues to evolve in the field of crime victim services and other terms may be common 

practice in other parts of the country or by crime-specific service providers.   

 

The authors of this manual, other DIVO practitioners, and DIVO proponents throughout 

Texas and the United States are passionately committed to defense-based victim 

outreach and stand ready to assist, advise and consult.  You are not alone in your 

efforts and are encouraged to utilize these people in ways helpful to your work.  Feel 

free to contact the Institute for Restorative Justice & Restorative Dialogue at The 

University of Texas at Austin for advice, clarification, referrals, and moral support.   
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Introduction to DIVO 

 

DIVO has three overarching purposes.  The first is to provide victim survivors with an 

additional avenue of information and services, which in turn enhances coping through 

empowerment and control.  For example, the 

victim survivor of a home invasion may be 

receiving information from the police, from the 

prosecutor, from a community victim assistance 

program, and from a trauma support group.  

Having access to the defense is another means 

of information and potentially a mechanism by 

which the victim survivor may have input into and control over the criminal justice 

process. The second is to reduce the harm that criminal justice proceedings 

inadvertently and often unnecessarily inflict on victim survivors.  The criminal justice 

system is by design an adversarial one and that tension imposes a level of injury even 

among those who willingly participate in the process.  By creating a bridge between the 

victim survivor and the defense, anxiety can be reduced through information, clarity and 

control.  The third purpose of DIVO is to provide defense counsel a means to relate to 

victim survivors with respect and compassion.  Many defense attorneys are keenly 

aware of the harm that has been inflicted upon the victim survivor in a particular case 

and have no desire to exacerbate their pain, indeed, would seek to reduce it if they 

could.  As standards of practice have evolved in the defense community there is a 

greater expectation of courtesy and respect towards victim survivors, but defense 

attorneys are uncertain about how to behave in such a way that their gestures of civility 

will be accepted and not cause greater harm.  DIVO provides a mechanism to address 

all three of these purposes. 

 

The following provides a snapshot of what DIVO is and is not, and each principle will be 

discussed in greater detail elsewhere in the manual.   

 
 
Text box quote from: Ruth-Heffelbower, D., & Gaboury, M. T. (2008).   Victim-offender programs in correctional settings - Can they 
effectively bridge divergent perspectives? In L. J. Moriarty (Ed.), Controversies in Victimology, 2nd Edition. 133.  Matthew Bender & 
Company, Inc. 

"Innovative practices in criminal 
justice are most often viewed as 
being controversial at the outset 
and then, after being time-tested 
and empirically investigated, can 
become the proven practices that 

are generally thought of as 
having been more obviously 

good ideas." 
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DIVO Is: 

♦ a bridge between victim survivors and the defense attorney; 

♦ a mechanism by which victim survivors can have access to, interaction with,  

  and potentially influence the defense process as well as the prosecutorial 

  process; 

♦ voluntary on the part of the victim survivor; 

♦ a way to give victim survivors greater information, more options, and more  

     active roles in the criminal justice process; 

♦ a way to potentially reduce the adversarial nature of the process and its  

 negative impact on victim survivors;  

♦ appropriate regardless of the victim survivors’ beliefs about suitable  

 sanctions; 

♦ typically authorized and paid for by the court; 

♦ based on restorative justice principles; 

♦ guided by written, value-based principles of practice; 

♦ consistent with American Bar Association guidelines for defense counsel; and 

♦ voluntary on the part of the defense attorney. 

 

DIVO Is Not: 

♦ victim / offender dialogue or a mechanism by which the victim and the 

defendant have direct contact;   

♦ a replacement or alternative to victim services provided by the state, non             

system-based programs or social service agencies; 

♦ a mechanism by which the defense is able to gather information about or relay  

 messages to the victim survivor; 

♦ carried out by defense attorneys, mitigation specialists, investigators, or other  

   members of the defense team;  

♦ guaranteed to help the defendant in some way; or  

♦ provided by someone without specific training in DIVO work. 
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DIVO’s History 

 

DIVO was conceived during the prosecution of Timothy McVeigh, the mastermind 

behind the bombing of the Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City.  Although 

committed to assuring McVeigh’s constitutional rights, his 

defense team was keenly aware of the enormity of suffering 

– 168 dead and nearly 700 physically injured.   

 

From a strategic standpoint, the defense team, led by 

Richard Burr, knew that victim impact evidence was going to 

be a factor as well1.  Many of the victim survivors were going to be a direct part of the 

process and many more wanted information and input.  Uncertain about how to proceed 

in a way that wouldn’t cause further harm, the defense team sought the counsel of Dr. 

Howard Zehr of Eastern Mennonite University.  Dr. Zehr is considered to be the leading 

expert on restorative justice in the United States and was a logical source of guidance.  

Dr. Zehr, along with his graduate assistant, Tammy Krause, worked with McVeigh’s 

defense team to identify and develop strategies that would not only reduce the trauma 

of victim survivor participation but would also potentially meet needs for information and 

control.   

 

Following the McVeigh case, DIVO continued to be developed and soon became widely 

utilized in federal capital cases, in large part due to Tammy Krause's entry into the 

federal defender system.  Ms. Krause continued to lead trainings on DIVO through her 

affiliation with Eastern Mennonite University, along with Kelly Branham and Pamela 

Leonard, both of whom were trained by her.  As the use of DIVO grew, Kelly Branham 

stepped in to work with Ms. Krause full time. The two worked to provide trainings for 

DIVO practitioners, teach attorneys about DIVO and restorative justice principles, 

consult with federal trial and habeas teams and make referrals nationwide.   

 

                                                           
1
 Special thanks to Richard Burr for his contributions to the contents of this manual. 
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In 2007, Ms. Krause left her federal position to pursue further graduate education and 

Ms. Branham, an attorney as well as a DIVO practitioner, assumed the role of national 

victim outreach coordinator.  Ms. Branham, along with Lisa Eager and others trained in 

the federal system, continue to conduct DIVO training as well as provide consultations 

and referrals for federal capital trial and appellate teams.  The number of federal cases 

(both capital and non-capital) utilizing DIVO is at an historical high, underscoring the 

efficacy and importance of the work. 

 

As interest in DIVO at the state level grew, a grant from 

the JEHT foundation enabled Pamela Leonard, through 

her position at Georgia State University, School of 

Social Work, to pilot the first state-wide DIVO initiative 

through the University’s Georgia Council for Restorative 

Justice2 and develop a comprehensive training manual.  

It quickly became evident that a more focused and intentional strategy was needed to 

meet the burgeoning interest in DIVO at the state level in both capital and non-capital 

cases.   Ms. Leonard and her colleague, Dr. Elizabeth Beck, obtained a grant from the 

Bureau of Justice Assistance, US Department of Justice, to develop DIVO in Texas and 

Louisiana utilizing a dual approach – identifying and training practitioners while at the 

same time providing extensive outreach to educate the defense bar, the judiciary, and 

victim service providers about the needs of victim survivors from the criminal justice 

process, the use of DIVO, and the potential advantages of raising defense standards of 

practice as they relate to the victim survivor.   

 

In many ways Texas was a logical choice for initiating DIVO at the state level.  Given 

DIVO’s historical focus on capital cases it made sense to bring the work to the state 

where many capital cases originate each year.3  In addition, developments related to 

capital work in Texas are closely monitored throughout the country and it was 

                                                           
2
 Now the Southern Council on Restorative Justice 

3
 There are about 350 inmates on death row in Texas, over 300 death penalty eligible prosecutions each year and 

approximately 15 new death sentences handed down annually.   

“If we fail to act with 
compassion toward the 
victim survivor, we cannot 
ask that same 
compassion to be shown 
our client.”   

Richard Burr 
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anticipated that implementing DIVO in Texas would result in a more apparent “ripple 

effect” than it might in another state. 

 

In searching for a Texas partner to implement DIVO, Dr. Leonard became acquainted 

with Dr. Marilyn Armour at The University of Texas at Austin, School of Social Work.  

Dr. Armour is nationally known for her work in restorative justice, particularly in crimes 

of severe violence.   She also has more than 30 years experience as a psychotherapist, 

specializing in work with victims of serious crime and trauma, and has conducted 

research on the impact of the adversarial system on victims of crime.  After more than a 

year spent reviewing DIVO material, interviewing practitioners and stakeholders, and 

consulting with victim survivors themselves, Dr. Armour agreed to allow the Institute for 

Restorative Justice & Restorative Dialogue (IRJRD), UT-Austin, where she serves as 

director, be DIVO’s institutional home in Texas.  Today DIVO is coordinated by 

Stephanie Frogge, MTS, former national director of victim services for Mothers Against 

Drunk Driving.       

 

Evolving Standards of Practice 

 

The idea of a defense attorney providing victim services in any capacity tends to 

challenge almost everyone’s idea of how the criminal justice system works.  And that 

reaction, while almost universal, underscores the adversarial nature of the process, 

which, until relatively recently, has gone largely unquestioned.  However, two 

movements have helped to establish the foundational principles that underscore the 

value of defense-based victim outreach.   

 

The first is the victim rights movement.  Now almost 40 years old, the field of crime 

victim rights and services has significantly changed the criminal justice landscape to 

include victim participation and input.  In the 1982 Presidential Task Force on Victims of 

Crime Final Report, the committee found the treatment of crime victims by the system to 

be “a national disgrace.”i  Sixty-eight recommendations for the criminal justice system 

as well as allied systems continue to provide a blueprint for standard rights and 
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services.  Every state has established legislated rights for crime victims typically 

including the right to be heard by the system and the right to participate in criminal 

justice processes – from investigation to post-incarceration – in meaningful ways.  

Several states have ombudsman programs with the authority to investigate and correct 

allegations of victim rights violations.   

 

 The second burgeoning influence is the restorative justice movement.  Encouraged by 

the results of restorative justice initiatives in Canada, New Zealand and Australia, US 

proponents have embraced restorative justice’s core principle of addressing harm.  

Whereas the traditional criminal justice system focuses on identifying and punishing the 

perpetrator, the restorative justice system focuses on identifying harm and seeking to 

restore the victim, the offender and the community to wholeness.  Interestingly, the 

restorative justice movement appears to resonate across the political spectrum from 

“right wing” criminal justice professionals frustrated with ineffective rehabilitation efforts 

and high recidivism rates, to “left wing” individuals 

concerned about the implications of the country’s 

prison industry and the staggering numbers of citizens 

under some form of criminal justice control.  Many 

victim rights activists also find the movement’s victim-

centered focus consistent with their efforts to help 

victim survivors cope and recover from the crime. 

  

DIVO builds on the philosophies of both victim rights and restorative justice.  DIVO 

gives victim survivors another source of information and influence and increases the 

number of options available to them throughout the process.  DIVO also offers the 

possibility of a measure of restoration by acknowledging and acting upon the involuntary 

relationship that is formed between a victim and an offender. 

 

The work of defense attorneys has been impacted by these influences as has other 

facets of the criminal justice system.  Defense attorneys understand that victim impact 

evidence will be taken into consideration by the court and that a strategy of engaging 

Restorative justice, and by 
extension DIVO, isn’t about 

not holding the offender 
accountable.  It’s about 

getting the victim’s needs 
met in ways that are 

meaningful to the 
individual. 
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crime victims and state witnesses with disrespect is one that will likely backfire. Further, 

the American Bar Association has adopted a position of victim contact in their guidelines 

for defense in capital cases.  Many defense attorneys are genuinely interested in doing 

what they can to reduce unnecessary tension and to avoid behaviors that victim 

survivors will find offensive.  However, defense attorneys also readily admit that they 

are uncertain about how to go about doing this or have tried in the past only to have 

been rebuffed.  DIVO provides an ethical mechanism for defense attorneys to explore 

how they might meet needs of victim survivors by engaging the services of a qualified 

and trained Victim Outreach Specialist.   

 
More on Restorative Justice 

 

Restorative justice is a philosophy.  It is a paradigm that views crime fundamentally as a 

violation of relationships.  In some cases that may be a literal relationship – when the 

parties know one another or are related to one another through ties of kinship.  In other 

cases the parties do not know one another, but restorative justice still sees the harm as 

a violation of the rules that allow us to live in community.  In addition, restorative justice 

recognizes the impact that the harm has on the wider community – that crime is more 

than a private matter between two individuals.  Restorative justice acknowledges the 

ripple effect of crime and maintains that the safety of the community is jeopardized and 

that the community is also responsible for addressing the harm.   

 

Those new to the restorative justice philosophy sometimes confuse it with a particular 

program.  Restorative justice is not victim / offender dialogue, although that can be a 

restorative justice initiative.  It is not prison programs or re-entry strategies, although 

such programs can operate on restorative justice principles.  Restorative justice does 

not promote the doing away with the criminal justice system but does suggest that its 

principles can influence the work of the criminal justice system, as well as offer 

alternatives in certain situations.  Restorative justice is a way of thinking about crime – a 

different way of thinking than that of the traditional criminal justice system.   
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Dr. Howard Zehr, who assisted in the development of DIVO, is considered by many to 

be the founder of the restorative justice movement in the United States.  To help 

illustrate the differences between criminal and restorative justice philosophies, Dr. Zehr 

suggests that the two systems ask very different questions when responding to crime.   

 

Criminal Justice Restorative Justice 
1. What laws were broken? 1. What harm has occurred? 
2. Who broke those laws? 2. How can that harm be repaired? 
3. How shall they be punished? 3. Whose responsibility is it to 

make the repair? 
 
 

Both systems are governed by certain principles.  Key principles that guide the criminal 

justice system include:  

- Crime is against the state, not the person or persons who were harmed. 

- Justice is governed by law, not the people who have direct knowledge of 

the people involved and circumstances of the harm. 

- Justice is achieved through an adversarial process.  One side wins and one 

side loses; there’s no room for collaboration or a win/win outcome. 

- “Due Process” helps assure that everyone is treated equally and that the 

state cannot misuse its power in depriving someone of their property, their 

liberty or even their life and rewards the offender for denying responsibility 

and disenfranchises the victim survivor. 

- A successful outcome is defined by a correct application of the rules 

governing the process, not the repair of harm or the satisfaction of any of 

the parties.
ii
 

 

It is not surprising that the criminal justice system is found 

to have a deleterious effect on many survivors.   In fact, 

traumatologist Judith Herman, M.D. writes, “Indeed, if one 

set out intentionally to design a system for provoking 

symptoms of traumatic stress, it might look very much like a 

court of law.”iii 

 
 

“Indeed, if one set out 
intentionally to design a 

system for provoking 
symptoms of traumatic 

stress, it might look 
very much like a court 

of law.” 
Dr. Judith Herman 
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DIVO in Short 

 

When a defense attorney decides to utilize DIVO in a specific case, the first step is to 

contact the Institute for Restorative Justice & Restorative Dialogue (IRJRD) at The 

University of Texas at Austin.  Because direct contact between the victim survivor and 

the defense would likely be uncomfortable for both sides, DIVO uses specially trained 

victim services professionals known as Victim Outreach Specialists (VOS).  These 

practitioners serve as a bridge between the victim survivor and the defense. 

 

 In Texas DIVO operates within a narrow set of guidelines designed to ensure its 

principled use.  By routing cases through IRJRD, each case is vetted for 

appropriateness and then assigned a VOS based on the particulars of the case and the 

victim survivors.  Typically a resume, affidavit, and estimate of expenses are provided to 

the defense attorney to aid in securing funding. 

 

Prior to moving forward on the case the VOS meets in person with 

the defense attorney, and in capital cases the entire defense 

team.  Throughout the process the VOS is mentored by the DIVO 

coordinator at IRJRD.  Victim outreach begins with a letter to the 

victim survivor from the defense attorney explaining DIVO and introducing the VOS.   

The VOS follows up with their own letter a few days later and, if there’s been no 

communication from the victim survivor, makes a phone call.  

 

In order to model transparency and collaboration, the prosecutor-based victim 

assistance coordinator is contacted by the VOS in most cases prior to letters being sent.  

The defense attorney is also encouraged to notify the prosecutor that DIVO is being 

initiated and funding motions for DIVO are not usually filed ex parte.     

 

Although defense initiated, DIVO is entirely victim driven.  The victim survivor may opt 

not to participate; in that case no further contact is made.  Written communication 

DIVO is defense 
initiated but 

victim driven. 
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makes clear that the offer is unconditional – even if DIVO is not desired initially, should 

the victim survivor’s needs change in the future, DIVO will be available to them.   

 

Victim Survivor Trauma 

 

Much has been written about victim survivor trauma as it relates to crime.  Among 

survivors of homicide rates of Post-traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) have been found 

as high as almost 25%.iv  Depression, anxiety and substance abuse are common 

disorders following criminal victimization as are anger, hopelessness and negative 

impact on interpersonal relationships.  Victims of sexual violence have been found to 

have lifetime rates of PTSD as high as 30% and victims of physical assault, 40% with 

even higher rates linked to perception of life threat.v 

 

Crime is almost always sudden; we are unable to either predict its onset or engage in 

preparatory coping strategies.  Crime is intrusive; things get taken whether a life, 

personal possessions, or feelings of trust and safety.  Crime is intentional; someone 

made some kind of choice to engage in harm and cruelty.  Crime challenges principles 

by which most of us operate – that bad things won’t happen us, the world is orderly and 

meaningful, and that we see ourselves and our actions in a positive light.vi  When those 

fundamental beliefs are shattered, it takes significant work to recover a level of 

equilibrium that allows for positive interaction with one’s environment.   

 

Although every individual is different, research suggests that victims of crime involved in 

the criminal justice system look to the system to provide a sense of safety, vindication, 

accountability, and empowerment.  Unfortunately, the criminal justice system falls far 

short in meeting these needs.  The nature of an adversarial process calls for 

obfuscation versus revelation, denial of harm versus addressing harm, defiance versus 

remorse, exclusion versus participation, and control versus collaboration.  That does not 

make for a bad system, merely one designed to meet other kinds of needs besides 

those of the victim survivor.   Research on the impact of participation in the criminal 

justice process for victim survivors finds that the greater the number of contacts with 
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different criminal justice officials within the criminal justice system – even for those who 

desire to participate – the greater the negative impact on mental health and positive 

coping.vii  

 

A disservice is done to victim survivors when they are told that they can put their faith 

and trust in the criminal justice system, indeed, it’s their only option, but in the next 

breath are told that defense counsel cannot be trusted to act ethically or 

compassionately.  That sense of cognitive dissonance is further underscored when the 

victim survivor overhears the defense attorney and the prosecutor planning their golf 

game or sees them together later at a local watering hole.   

 

Principles of DIVO 

 

In order to address DIVO’s three overarching purposes: 1) to provide victim survivors 

with another avenue of information and services; 2) to reduce the harm that criminal 

justice proceedings inadvertently and often unnecessarily inflict on victim survivors; and 

3) to provide defense counsel a means to relate to victim survivors with respect and 

compassion, DIVO operates on a set of principles designed to place the focus, as well 

as the control over its use, directly on the victim survivor.   

 

Principle 1: Survivors should be provided as much information about the crime, the 
case and the process as possible, in non-technical language, without compromising due 
process for defendants. 
 

Many victim survivors want information.  Not only do they want information about the 

crime, the defendant and the defendant’s motivation, they want to know about the 

criminal justice process.viii  Information drives choices, which in turn impacts control, 

empowerment and self-determination.   As the defense is the only party with knowledge 

about defense practices, the only party with access to the defendant, and likely the 

party with the most information about the defendant and defendant’s family, the defense 

becomes the primary, if not the only, source of information of this nature.  This DIVO 

principle supports victim survivors’ access to this information. 
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Defense attorney Richard Burr acknowledges the challenge this principle holds for 

defense counsel.  He says, “We [defense attorneys] are trained to say ‘no.’  We say it 

automatically, regardless of the request, without even thinking about it.  It’s in our DNA.  

We don’t give up anything.  But when we stop to think about it, there is much we can do 

and say, without harming our case, which may be helpful to the victim.” 

 

Information about defense strategy was helpful to one family whose 30 year-old 

daughter was murdered by a co-worker. 

We knew when Bonnie was in college there was a time when she was pretty 
heavily into drugs and may have even been dealing.  In fact, given the 
scope of the investigation, we figured his defense attorney probably knew 
more about that time in Bonnie’s life than we did.  My husband and I 
agonized over that – what were they going to say, how were they going to 
say it, what might they say that would be new to us and how would we 
react?  The prosecutor told us that it was more than likely they would use 
that information; that it was typical defense strategy to put the victim on 
trial rather than the defendant.  Well, that’s finally one of the questions we 
let [our VOS] ask the defense team.  And much to our surprise, their 
answer was that they did know about that part of Bonnie’s life and that they 
had considered how it might be used, but decided that it had been so long 
ago and was so irrelevant to the circumstances of her death, that they 
weren’t going to bring it up.  You cannot imagine how relieved we were to 
hear this. 

 

DIVO gives victim survivors an additional avenue for getting information, which in turn 

enhances coping and increases the possibility of influencing the process in a way 

beneficial to the victim survivor. 

 
Principle 2: Survivors should be assisted in identifying and, to the extent possible, 
obtaining what they need through the justice process. 
 

Core to the DIVO process is inviting victim survivors to reflect on what they want that 

the defense might be able to respond to.  Victim survivors may be asked by the state 

what they want to have happen, but that question, while important, usually focuses only 

on the punishment or outcome and those things that fall within the typical scope of the 

criminal justice system.  By focusing on interests and needs, opportunities are created 
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for addressing core beliefs that have been challenged or damaged as a result of the 

crime. 

 

Principle 3: Survivors should be provided as many options as possible for their 
involvement. 
 

DIVO expands in a previously unimagined way avenues for victim survivor involvement 

in the criminal justice process.  Until the idea of defense-based outreach was 

developed, fully half of the process was “off limits” to victim survivors.  As many have 

noted, “It’s like a wedding.  The victim, victim’s family and prosecutor sit on one side, 

the defense attorney, defendant, and his family sit on the other, and you don’t cross the 

aisle that divides you.”  DIVO creates a way to cross the “aisle” to learn of needs that 

might be addressed, thereby increasing the options for involvement, input, 

empowerment, and information. 

 

Principle 4: All possible precautions should be taken to avoid or reduce additional 
trauma to victim survivors through testimony, cross-examination or other parts of the 
process where the needs of the defense and the survivors intersect. 
 

In many criminal cases there are points in the process where the victim survivor and the 

defense will have direct contact.  Formally that will take place if the victim survivor is 

part of the defense investigation, is called to testify or elects to give victim impact 

evidence.  Informally that may take place through ordinary interaction within the 

courtroom or courthouse.  DIVO creates a mechanism by which these interactions can 

be identified and named prior to them occurring and the victim survivor given a way to 

proactively manage, if they choose, how those interactions might be handled.   

 

One of the unexpected findings in a research project currently being conducted by Dr. 

Marilyn Armour examining the effect of sentencing on victim survivors in homicide cases 

is the long-term impact of defense attorney behavior.ix  As the study was initiated prior 

to the implementation of DIVO, no questions about the defense were included.  

However, during the course of the interviews, every single one of the 40 respondents 

spontaneously recalled some aspect of the defense attorney’s behavior, the memory of 
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which continued to hold power.  In many cases the memory was a negative one – such 

as when the defense attorney turned and went the other direction when he saw the 

victim survivor coming down the hall.  In a few instances it was a positive one – such as 

when the defense attorney’s spouse made a sincere expression of condolence when 

she and the victim’s mother happened to meet up in the ladies’ room.   

 

DIVO suggests that the tension that accompany these interactions, both formal and 

informal, might be reduced in some small ways by creating the possibility for advance 

contact and communication, entirely directed by the victim survivor, prior to them taking 

place.   

 

The contents of the introductory letter will be discussed in more detail elsewhere in this 

manual but some VOS choose to include one or two examples to help facilitate the 

victim survivor’s thinking about these issues.  One VOS wrote, “In light of the upcoming 

court proceedings it may be that you would like the defense team to know whether or 

not you wish to be acknowledged by them in the courtroom and if so, how.” 

 

Principle 5: If they wish, survivors should be provided contact, directly or indirectly, with 
defense attorneys in order to address the above principles. 
 

As victim services have evolved over the last forty years, victim survivors have been 

given increasing access to the players that make up the criminal justice system as well 

as greater influence over the process itself.  The defense attorney, however, remains 

the last “taboo,” even though the defense attorney may have information the victim 

survivor wants and certainly the defense attorney’s actions and behavior have 

significant impact on the victim survivor.  DIVO attempts to overcome this barrier in a 

way that is both victim-centered and victim driven.   

 

Principle 6: The confidentiality of the information provided to the VOS must be 
maintained, consistent with the survivor’s wishes. 
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As discussed elsewhere, this core DIVO principle helps to diminish the possibility that 

DIVO could be misused by defense counsel either by the VOS acting in an investigative 

capacity with the intent to report back to the defense information and conversations, or 

by a victim survivor somehow accidentally sharing significant and material information 

that would be reported back to the defense attorney.  The substance of all VOS 

contacts with the victim survivor are confidential unless, and to the degree, that the 

victim survivor gives the VOS permission to share something with the defense.   

 

The Texas model of DIVO defines confidentiality in a way consistent with social work 

ethics and victim advocate ethics – that information obtained by the service provider is 

held in confidence unless and until the client allows for release.  This definition of 

confidentiality places the responsibility for maintaining confidentiality on the professional 

VOS rather than the victim survivor, and lessens the likelihood of misunderstanding and 

error such as can arise when the definition of confidentiality is one where the victim 

survivor must indicate what is and isn’t to be kept in confidence.   

 

The principle of confidentiality between the VOS and the victim survivor can initially be 

challenging for attorneys as the definition ascribed to confidentiality within the legal 

community has to do with privilege.  Confidentiality in a legal context is part of legal 

strategy to assure that the other side does not get information that would aid them.  

However, the definition of confidentiality within the context of DIVO is that of social 

services – creating a “safe space” in which difficult work can be done.  Once 

understood, this definition of confidentiality is one that can usually be supported with a 

degree of comfort and confidence.   

 

The principle of confidentiality is underscored in the Memorandum of Understanding 

(MOU) that states that the VOS cannot be called to testify nor can the VOS’s records be 

subpoenaed.   

 

Principle 7: Whether to utilize the services of DIVO is in the sole discretion of the 
defense counsel. 
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Philosophically, DIVO is appropriate in every case in which a victim survivor has a need 

that the criminal justice system has an obligation to address.  DIVO is being applied in 

non-capital cases, even in non-homicide cases, with positive results although judges 

are more likely to approve funding in capital cases.  However, whether or not DIVO is 

used in a particular case is completely up to defense counsel.  A variety of efforts 

continue to be utilized to educate criminal defense attorneys about DIVO’s availability, 

but it’s up to the defense attorney to contact IRJRD to seek DIVO services.   

 

The DIVO program in Texas has actually been contacted by victim survivors who heard 

about DIVO and wanted assistance in getting in touch with the defense attorney who is, 

or was, representing the defendant in their case.  Conversations with practitioners in 

other parts of the country indicate that such calls are not uncommon and further 

underscore the value of defense-based outreach for many victim survivors.  In some 

instances the caller has been assisted in getting in touch with the defense attorney; in 

other instances the callers’ needs were better served through the prosecutor-based 

victim assistance coordinator or some other assistance program.   

 

Principle 8: The VOS must do nothing to undermine the work of the defense team. 

 

Although DIVO is victim-driven, the VOS may not do anything that will undermine the 

work of the defense attorney.  Engagement in DIVO in no way reduces or minimizes the 

defense attorney’s ethical obligation of zealous advocacy.     

 

Principle 9: A VOS should not be an immediate member of the defense team, should 
not be involved with any other aspect of the case (such as mitigation, advising) and, 
unless so requested by the victim survivor, should not have contact with or direct 
knowledge of the defendant or his/her family. 
 

Consistent with the ethics of many professions, DIVO seeks to avoid the complications 

that arise from dual roles or relationships both in terms of defense counsel as well as 

the victim survivor.  The VOS cannot also serve another defense function and maintain 

the level of neutrality and victim focus the position requires.  Similarly, the VOS’s neutral 
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position is undermined when the VOS has confidential knowledge about the defendant 

or the defense’s strategy via other roles, but cannot share that with the victim survivor 

without undermining the work of the defense.  DIVO work must be done by someone 

whose sole focus and agenda is to help the victim survivor identify needs that might be 

met by the defense, communicate those needs to the defense, and assist, as 

necessary, with helping the defense formulate a response.   

 

This principle is so important that currently under debate in Texas is whether mitigation 

specialists, investigators, and criminal defense attorneys should be trained as Victim 

Outreach Specialists even with the expectation that they would have no other role in 

cases in which they are the VOS.   

 

Principle 10: Involvement with DIVO is fully voluntary on the part of victim survivors 
and should be available to them regardless of their stand on a particular penalty.  Once 
a relationship is established, the VOS should remain available to survivors throughout 
the legal proceedings and for a reasonable time beyond. 
 

The victim survivor has complete discretion whether or not to accept DIVO services.  

Since DIVO is fundamentally about addressing victim survivor needs, their position on 

the death penalty, or any other sanction, is irrelevant.  In instances where the victim 

survivor declines DIVO services, the offer of services is unconditional.  Should the 

victim survivor’s needs change at some point in the future DIVO will still be available to 

them. 

 

Principle 11: DIVO practice should be regularly evaluated and stakeholders, including 
victim survivors and victim services professionals, should be on oversight committees.   
 

An advisory board or committee is a valuable component of a DIVO program.  By 

including a wide range of stakeholders, the DIVO program coordinator has access to 

people with expertise relative to all components of the criminal justice system and 

ancillary fields.  In addition, council members can serve as ambassadors of the DIVO 

program within their own fields, act as a sounding board as questions and issues arise, 
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provide credibility for the program, and serve as the program’s voice when a public 

response is needed.   

 

Requesting DIVO 

 

In Texas, requests for DIVO are funneled through the Institute for Restorative Justice & 

Restorative Dialogue (IRJRD).  Attorneys may learn about DIVO through a training 

event, conversation with a knowledgeable colleague, written material, IRJRD’s website, 

or may have used DIVO previously.  IRJRD can be reached by phone and email and 

the DIVO program has its own email address. 

 

Commonly a mitigation specialist or investigator will make the initial call seeking DIVO 

services.  Regardless of the caller’s role in the case, care is taken to insure that the 

attorney or attorney’s representative has a clear grasp of DIVO principles and practices 

and that DIVO is being sought for the purposes it’s intended to serve.  Asking the 

question – “Tell me something about your understanding of / experience with DIVO” – 

allows for opportunity to correct any misconceptions or to explore inappropriate 

agendas.  It is the program coordinator’s right and responsibility to turn down a case if it 

appears that DIVO is going to be used in a way contrary to its principles.   

 

Key issues that should be discussed during the initial request for services include: 
 

- DIVO Practice 
o The VOS is not part of the defense team and engages in the work largely 

independent of the defense team 
o The focus is on victim survivor needs, not benefit for the defendant  
o The VOS will not take messages to the victim survivor except those things 

that are responses to specific requests 
o Communications with the victim survivor are confidential 

 
- The Victim Outreach Specialist 

o How the VOS is assigned 
o Material the VOS can provide (affidavit, resume, bio, fee schedule) 

 
- The DIVO Process 

o The initial meeting and its purpose 
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o Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) 
o Development of letters to be sent to victim survivors 
o Contact with the prosecutor-based victim assistance coordinator 
o Subsequent contact with the victim survivor 

 
- Mentoring 

o Mentorship of the VOS, by whom and for what purposes 
 

- Funding Assistance 
o Funding motion template 
o Supporting material 

 
- Next Steps 

 
Of course these issues don’t have to be discussed in any particular order and can be 

skipped entirely depending on the caller’s previous experiences with DIVO.  Developing 

an informal checklist assures that all the key issues have been at least raised up front 

and helps avoid resistance to some aspect of the process later on.   

 

If it’s determined that DIVO is both appropriate for the case and that the defense can 

embrace the principles and practices involved, information about the case itself is 

gathered to aid in identifying the most appropriate VOS.   

 
Assigning Cases 
 

Information about the victims, the victim survivors, case facts, and where the case is in 

the criminal justice process will aid in identifying the best possible VOS for a particular 

case.  Defense attorneys who routinely use DIVO may request a specific VOS with 

whom they’ve developed a relationship, and that request can certainly be considered.  

However, the ultimate goal is to meet survivor needs.  Careful attention to VOS 

assignments helps reduce the number of obstacles to be overcome by the VOS as they 

seek to develop a connection with the victim survivor.   

 

Information to be gathered includes: 

- Circumstances of the crime – when and where did it happen, who was killed, who 

survived, who witnessed, what precipitated the crime 
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- Information about the victim survivors – what is known about the victim survivors, 

i.e., relationship to the victim, age, race, socioeconomic status, education level, 

where they live now, primary language 

- Where the case is in the criminal justice process and the anticipated time-line 

 

It’s important that the information collected not include material that could be 

considered defense strategy or otherwise privileged information.  A general standard is 

limiting the information gathered to what is publicly known or could be learned through 

ordinary means.  In the course of conversation or in talking with an attorney with little 

experience with DIVO it’s easy for the sharing of information to drift over the line.  

Having knowledge of privileged information must be avoided for two reasons.  First: the 

VOS and by extension the VOS’s mentor and the DIVO program coordinator are not 

part of the defense team and are not covered by attorney-client privilege.  Defense 

attorneys are (or should be) extremely careful about what is revealed as once 

information is shared outside the team, it is no longer considered privileged.  Second: 

detailed knowledge of the case may ultimately become an obstacle in building rapport 

with the victim survivor or even harm the defense’s case.  The VOS’s position as a 

neutral party is compromised with detailed knowledge about the case.  If the victim 

survivor asks for information that the VOS knows but cannot share, the VOS is not a 

neutral party.  If the VOS shares information that should have come from the defense, 

the VOS is derelict in its duty to build a relationship between the defense and the victim 

survivor.  If the VOS shares information that the defense would, for reasons of strategy, 

have opted not to share or would have chosen to share in a limited way, the VOS risks 

actual harm to the defense’s case.   

 

While it is the defense attorney’s job to know and adhere to these limits, the VOS and 

DIVO coordinator must also assume responsibility for establishing and maintaining 

communication boundaries.   
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Identifying the right VOS for a case is more an art than a science.  Something that 

seems critical in one case might be less important in another.  Selection criteria may 

vary from case to case depending on a variety of factors.   

 

Perhaps most important is language.  A VOS who cannot speak and write in the victim 

survivor’s primary language isn’t likely to be successful.  Race / ethnicity is important 

too.  We all tend to gravitate towards people who we perceive to be “like us” and race / 

ethnicity, followed by gender, then age, are important indicators of similarity.  None of 

these are automatics – there may be very good reasons why a VOS who is dissimilar 

from the victim survivor would be used – but to the degree that obstacles to developing 

a rapport can be avoided, the likelihood of success increases.   

 

Socioeconomic status may also be an issue.  Can the VOS under consideration dress, 

speak and conduct themselves in a way that will make the victim survivor comfortable?  

The VOS doesn’t necessarily have to be of the same socioeconomic level, but must be 

able to operate comfortably and credibly within the victim survivor’s environment.   

 

There are both advantages and disadvantages to using someone from the same 

community or area where the victim survivor lives. Advantages are that travel expenses 

may be reduced and the VOS may have a helpful understanding of local culture.  On 

the other hand, there may be advantage to an “outsider” whose position as a neutral 

party is not compromised by community ties.   

 

Other common considerations are age, gender, education, whether the VOS is also a 

parent if the crime was against a child, and whether the VOS is also a victim survivor.  

Depending on the case, there may be other considerations as well.  When identifying 

people to train as VOS, diversity in every respect is important! 

 

Finally, the proposed VOS must be willing to take on the case and by agreeing to do so 

acknowledge that they have the time, ability to travel, and willingness to meet the 

unique challenges and characteristics of the case.   
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Procuring Funding 

 

In most cases the defense attorney does not seek funding for the VOS until a potential 

VOS has been identified and has been provided material to be attached to the funding 

motion.  The VOS under consideration should be prepared to provide a resume and / or 

bio as requested as well as an affidavit of qualifications that pertain to the case for 

which the VOS is being considered.  The affidavit must be notarized.  A sample affidavit 

can be found in Appendix 1.  The VOS should include any and all experience that 

qualifies them to provide services in this case.   

 

The VOS should also prepare a fee schedule outlining anticipated expenses as most 

judges will want a justification for the monies requested.  A general standard is 20 hours 

of work with consideration given to how much travel might be involved to meet with 

victim survivors, and whether the defense team wants to meet with the VOS more than 

once.  Although rates for work hours vary depending on the part of the country, VOS 

charge less for travel time, generally $25 an hour, than they charge for actual work time.  

Anticipated travel expenses include mileage, airfare, hotel, per diem, rental car, and 

gasoline.  The VOS should also include money for postage, copying, and long distance 

phone calls as necessary.  A sample fee schedule can be found in Appendix 2. 

The VOS may share a template funding motion (Appendix 3) as well as any supporting 

material the defense attorney thinks might be needed such as a copy of the program 

brochure or other written material, including legal articles about DIVO.  The defense 

attorney will likely have some idea of what kind of supporting documentation will assist 

in getting the motion funded.  A list of relevant articles can be found in Appendix 4. 

 

Mentoring 

 

A critical component of a successful DIVO program is mentoring each VOS throughout 

the case. There are several reasons the Texas model has embraced close mentoring as 

part of the process.  1) In Texas, DIVO is a new initiative within the criminal justice 

system.  As it’s a new role for its practitioners, guidance is appropriate as the program is 
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developed and fine-tuned.  2) Because the VOS is maintaining a position that initially 

feels threatening to others and is going to generate reaction, having a mentor is part of 

self care.  A mentor helps the VOS stay steadfast via encouragement, consultation and 

objectivity.  3) The mentor is part of a system of checks and balances that assure 

ethical, principled practice that adheres to the core values and code of ethics by which 

the VOS works.  Similar to the role of a supervisor in a mental health setting, the mentor 

supports and models the knowledge, skills and attitudes of an effective practitioner.   

 

The role of the mentor is identified in the MOU in order to keep that relationship within 

the parameters of attorney work product. 

 

Initial Meeting with the Defense 

 

After the VOS has been assigned, the VOS and the defense team should meet in 

person within a fairly short period of time even if funding for the position has not yet 

been approved.  This meeting is important for several reasons.   

 

• To gauge compatibility and build trust. 

• To review and secure the Memorandum of Understanding. 

• To reiterate expectations. 

• To remind the defense attorney that the VOS will be mentored throughout the 

process. 

• To begin the process of engagement with the victim survivor once funding has 

been secured. 

  

As is discussed elsewhere, the VOS operates independently of the defense attorney in 

ways somewhat different from other experts and consultants that may be hired.  That 

the VOS may be talking with and even meeting with the victim survivor, yet not reporting 

back the substance of those contacts, requires a significant level of trust in both the 

VOS and the DIVO process.  A face-to-face meeting that allows all parties to become 

acquainted helps to develop the requisite trust.  Similarly the VOS must trust that the 
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defense attorney is entering into the DIVO process with integrity and an accurate 

understanding of the process. 

 

An important part of this initial meeting is to set the stage for an ongoing and productive 

relationship that can lead to meeting the needs of victim survivors.  In order for that to 

happen, the defense team’s questions, concerns and ambivalence must be addressed.  

As was the experience of one VOS, after a very long meeting with the entire defense 

team, the lead attorney actually put it to a vote indicating that every team member had 

to be in favor of DIVO or victim outreach would not be initiated in that case.  Fortunately 

for the victim survivors, the vote was unanimous.   

 

Generally the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is reviewed and signed at this 

meeting although some practitioners may prefer to wait until funding is secured before 

executing the MOU.  If funding has not yet been secured and the MOU is signed, it’s 

with the understanding that work will not commence until the court has approved 

funding.  Both the VOS and the defense attorney retain a signed copy of the MOU. 

 

A copy of the MOU can be found in Appendix 5.  The MOU is 

a flexible document that can be adapted to meet unique 

circumstances but serves as a written agreement that 

reiterates the expectations of both parties.  It can also serve 

as a useful reminder if, in the future, the defense seeks 

information or in some other way requests something from 

the VOS or the DIVO process that falls outside of DIVO 

principles.   

 

That the VOS will be mentored is another area of practice that requires a level of trust 

on the part of the defense.  The initial meeting is an opportunity to clarify that process 

and answer questions.  The MOU helps to insure the integrity of the attorney work 

product element.  In Texas the mentor is typically part of the initial meeting if schedules 

allow. 

But Remember: The 
VOS does not want to 
collect or even have 

knowledge of 
information that is 

privileged or related 
to defense strategy. 
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Finally, the face-to-face meeting allows for the collection of additional information 

necessary to facilitate outreach to the victim survivor.  Appendix 6 is a list of questions 

and issues that likely will be useful although not every question may be relevant in every 

case and / or a particular case may raise unique issues that require additional 

information.   

 

Victim Survivor Contact 

 

Once the VOS has an indication that funding has been secured, work can commence 

on victim outreach.  The first step is a letter from the defense attorney to the victim 

survivor introducing DIVO and the VOS.  Typically the VOS drafts the letter on the 

attorney’s behalf for their consideration.  The VOS will have sample letters from their 

training as will the VOS’s mentor, but key elements in the attorney letter are typically: 

• An expression of condolence; 

• A commitment to reducing the trauma of the process to the degree possible; 

• A brief introduction of DIVO; 

• An introduction of the VOS as well as an indication of when the VOS will be in 

contact; and 

• List of other victim survivors to whom the letter is being sent. 

 

There has been much discussion and debate about identifying the defendant by name, 

language used to describe the crime, and other sensitive language issues that will by 

necessity have to be considered.  DIVO practitioners, victim advocates, restorative 

justice professionals, and many others have argued different viewpoints passionately 

and persuasively, but without consensus.  Ultimately the language used in written 

communications will have to reflect personal preference, local practices, the VOS’s 

training and experience, and instinct.  The VOS will craft the letter in close consultation 

with their mentor and may consult with other practitioners as needed. 

 

Once the VOS and the defense attorney have agreed on the content of the letter, the 

defense attorney mails the letter over his or her signature, usually on firm letterhead.  
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It’s important that the VOS knows when the letter is mailed so that the timing of the 

VOS’s letter is consistent with what was promised in the introductory letter.   

 

At the appropriate time, usually within four or five days, the VOS follows up with their 

own letter.  As with the attorney letter, the VOS will have sample outreach letters from 

the VOS training as will the VOS’s mentor, but key elements in the VOS letter are 

typically: 

• An expression of condolence; 

• An explanation of DIVO and how and why the defense attorney is utilizing it;  

• One or two examples of things victim survivors have wanted from the defense in 

other cases; 

• Assurance of confidentiality; 

• Option not to participate; 

• The VOS’s contact information and timeline for follow up; and  

• List of other victim survivors to whom the letter is being sent 

 

As with all written communication, the defense attorney must review and approve the 

letter prior to it being sent. 

 

Additional debate and discussion has centered around the practice of identifying other 

family members to whom similar letters are being sent.  Valid arguments opposing the 

practice pertain to issues of privacy as well as the recognition that family members may 

be estranged from one another and / or may have very different desires as it relates to 

participation in DIVO.  Listing other family members may result in additional aggravation 

or upset for reasons that cannot be anticipated by the VOS.  On the other hand, listing 

those to whom letters are being sent underlines principles of transparency and 

collaboration.  Knowledge is power and this information gives families the opportunity to 

coordinate their response in some way or to give the VOS direction as to whether and 

how victim survivors wish to be contacted.  This information also helps avoid allegations 

that outreach was made only to especially vulnerable victim survivors or those victim 

survivors believed to be more friendly toward the defense.  At the present time the 
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Texas model identifies in each outreach letter those to whom other letters are being 

sent. 

 

As is indicated in the body of the letter, a follow up phone call is made – usually within 

three or four days.  The VOS should consider when the victim survivor is likely to be at 

the number before calling but should be prepared to leave a message if necessary.  As 

it cannot be known who might listen to a voicemail message, messages should be brief 

and something to the effect of, “This is John Doe.  I recently sent you a letter and 

indicated that I would follow up with you by phone.  I will try you again in a day or two 

and can also be reached at 555.5555.”  Generally no more than two phone messages 

should be left as the victim survivor has a letter with contact information as well as 

voicemail messages. 

 

No means no.  At any point that the victim survivor expresses the desire not to 

participate in DIVO, no further contact is initiated by the VOS regardless of what 

happens with the case in the criminal justice process.  However, in cases where direct 

contact is never made for whatever reason, a VOS may choose to write or call again at 

a key point in the criminal justice process to re-offer services.  As was the experience 

with one VOS: 

The attorney sent her letter and I sent my letter, than left two voicemail 
messages.  The voicemail didn’t have a name or number on it so I was 
never absolutely sure I was even calling the right number and I never heard 
back from anyone.  But about eight months later I decided to try again 
since the resentencing trial was coming up.  This time I did reach the 
mother and she did have some questions about the process that the 
defense was able to answer.   I’m glad I thought to try again. 

 

A review of all possible scenarios is outside the scope of this manual but a significant 

part of the VOS training focuses on appropriate victim outreach and how to handle 

challenging situations as they arise.  The VOS’s mentor can also assist with problem-

solving as needed. 
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Once contact has been established, how the process unfolds depends entirely on the 

needs and interests of the victim survivor.  The VOS will suggest a face-to-face meeting 

at the time and location of the victim survivor’s choosing but services are not dependent 

on such a meeting.  The VOS’s job is to listen and learn, as well as assist the victim 

survivor in articulating needs that may be taken back to the defense.  Because the 

VOS’s task is to help create that bridge, the VOS will refrain from answering questions 

even if they possess the knowledge or expertise.  If the victim survivor does have 

something they wish to have taken to the defense, the VOS will also explore with the 

victim survivor in what way they wish to receive the defense’s response.  Some have 

requested written responses, a response made through the VOS, a direct phone call or 

even a face-to-face meeting.  If the victim survivor wishes, meetings with the VOS could 

take place with the prosecutor or prosecutor-based victim assistance coordinator 

present or even in the office of the prosecutor. 

 

All communications between the VOS and the victim survivor are confidential.  Even if 

the VOS learns something that is potentially useful to the defense, that communication 

is not shared.  The only exceptions are those things that the victim survivor specifically 

authorizes the VOS to pass along to the defense.  By engaging in DIVO the defense 

attorney agrees not to use the VOS to pass along messages or to explore possible 

concessions for the defendant.  Neither the VOS nor their records may be subpoenaed 

by the defense.  The defense also agrees not to contact the victim survivor in any other 

way for any other reason unless they are a fact witness and would ordinarily be 

contacted as part of the investigation.  Should that be necessary, the VOS will clearly 

distinguish in writing their role from that of the investigator. 

 

By engaging in DIVO the defense attorney also agrees to respond to every request in 

some fashion.  Even if the request cannot be accommodated by the defense the 

response will come with an explanation as to the reason.  As necessary, the VOS may 

assist the defense attorney in both thinking about the issue or question presented by the 

victim survivor, as well as in the formulation of an appropriate response. 
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Collaboration 

 

Central to the implementation of DIVO is collaboration.  As one of DIVO’s goals is to 

reduce harm inflicted by the criminal justice process, care is taken to insure that tension 

is not inadvertently created by a lack of transparency and collaboration.  The Texas 

model has as part of its practice the notification of the prosecutor-based victim 

assistance coordinator when DIVO services are being utilized whenever possible.  This 

practice is not without risk – and may be reconsidered depending on a pattern of 

response by the system-based community – but to implement DIVO without it only 

heightens the adversarial character of the process rather than reducing it. 

 

Prior to the defense attorney’s letter being sent, the VOS contacts the prosecutor-based 

victim assistance coordinator to let them know that DIVO services are being utilized.  In 

addition, the VOS urges the defense attorney to alert the prosecutor.  If the funding 

motion has not been filed ex parte, as recommended, it’s likely that the prosecutor’s 

office is already aware of it. 

 

The prosecutor-based victim assistance coordinator is invited to be a part of the process 

for three reasons.  First, Texas legislation mandates every DA’s office to have a victim 

assistance coordinator.  Alerting that person as to the provision of DIVO shows respect: 

both to the individual who is likely providing victim assistance services and to the entire 

field of prosecutor-based victim services. Second, it is quite likely that the victim 

survivor will seek the opinion of their victim assistance coordinator before deciding 

whether or not to utilize DIVO.  Victim assistance coordinators already knowledgeable 

about DIVO and who have been given a “heads up” in a particular case are more likely 

to respond to victim survivor inquiries in a non-reactive manner and may be able to 

assist them in thinking of ways DIVO might be able to meet their needs.  A situation 

where the victim survivor becomes caught between the victim assistance coordinator 

and DIVO is to be avoided at all costs. Third, the victim assistance coordinator can be 

an invaluable source of information about the victim survivor as well as a secondary 
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source of information about potential needs they might have.  This information was very 

helpful in one case. 

The victim assistance coordinator asked me when I was planning on 
mailing the letter because it turned out she knew the family was on a much-
needed vacation.  With her input we agreed to hold off mailing it for a week 
so that it wouldn’t be in that big pile of mail that’s waiting for you when you 
get back from vacation and so that the parents would be back to somewhat 
of a routine before they received it.  The victim assistance coordinator also 
said she’d call and let them know it was coming and that we’d talked so 
that it wouldn’t be quite so much a surprise.  She made my initial contact 
with them a lot easier.    

 

As much a part of the adversarial process as any other player in the criminal justice 

system, prosecutor-based victim assistance coordinators are typically skeptical about 

DIVO and have legitimate concerns about how it could be misused.  It’s likely that some 

will express those concerns to victim survivors although ethically neither a prosecutor 

nor prosecutor-based victim assistance coordinator can forbid a victim survivor from 

communicating with a VOS or with the defense.  And these concerns are often based 

on actual experiences in which defense attorneys have acted in ways that were at best, 

clumsy and misguided, and at worst, intentionally misleading and harmful.     

 

In an overview and analysis of DIVO prepared by the South Carolina Office of the 

Attorney General, a series of questions to be asked by the victim survivor is suggested 

to aid in clarifying the VOS’s role and boundaries.x  Questions include: 

• Are you a DIVO [VOS] or here to advocate for the defense? 

• Are you going to keep our discussions confidential? 

• Are you going to report back to the defense what happened between us if I do 

not want you to? 

• Are you going to give the defense your “read” or “assessment” of me and what I 

am feeling, and how that might be used to their advantage? 

• Does the defendant want to admit guilt to me, and tell me he is sorry for what he 

did? 
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System-based advocates and the victim survivors they serve may want to use these or 

similar questions to identify for themselves the role and boundaries of a VOS. 

 

Payment 

 

Unless other arrangements have been made, the work of the VOS is paid work.  In 

indigent defense the court approves funding for the position.  In some jurisdictions 

public defender offices have discretionary budget for defense-based victim services.  In 

cases where the defendant is funding their own defense, the defendant is responsible 

for this as with all expenses related to the defense. 

 

Rates for service vary from state to state but generally run between $50 and $75 an 

hour plus expenses.  Travel time is billed at a reduced rate.  The VOS training will have 

provided the VOS with guidelines in this area. 

 

Recognizing the value of DIVO as well as economic obstacles in many cases, most 

DIVO practitioners are willing to take cases pro bono.  The Texas model is working to 

expand ways in which DIVO can be accessed at no cost and defense attorneys 

interested in DIVO are encouraged to inquire about services even if funding seems 

unlikely.   

 

DIVO and Relationship with Defense 

Counsel 

 

DIVO allows for defense counsel to relate 

to victim survivors in a less adversarial, 

more respectful way than has been 

traditional practice.  DIVO neither impacts 

a defense attorney’s zealous advocacy for 

his or her client nor erodes a defendant’s 

right to effective counsel.   

“How can we represent our clients 
effectively, zealously, passionately, and 
with integrity if we repress the feelings 
of sadness, loss, and empathy that 
were first evoked upon hearing of the 
murder?  Are we not failing to address 
the core of the matter, that thing that 
drives the very prosecution we seek to 
defend against? If we could speak to 
that thing, that palpable heart-rending 
life-changing wave of emotions left in 
the wake of murder, would not we be 
defending our clients more effectively? 
Of course we would.” 
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While DIVO may not directly aid in a client’s defense, failure to provide victim outreach 

may be represent a dereliction of duty for reasons discussed in the next section of the 

manual.  While it is true that an attorney may not do anything to harm their client, the 

defense attorney may do something that potentially will neither help nor hurt their client 

but that may help the victim survivor.  Just as a system-based victim services provider 

would provide ethical victim services regardless of whether or not it helps the state’s 

case, new standards of practice allow for similar approaches by the defense. 

 

Victim Outreach Efforts 

 

Defense attorneys may understandably be reluctant to engage in victim outreach based 

on past experiences or stereotypes about crime victims.  Common concerns include: 

 

• Fear of the victim survivor’s anger and pain.  Victim survivors can be a 

challenging population to serve.  Their very justified rage and hurt may get 

directed toward those who cross their paths, regardless of whether or not they 

were involved in the harm.  As proxy for the defendant and / or as a party to the 

criminal justice system, defense attorneys are especially vulnerable targets.  In 

addition, many victim survivors want things from representatives of the system 

that they cannot provide even if they wanted to, or have expectations about the 

process that are unrealistic or inaccurate, and that may provoke a negative 

response.   

 

• Uncertainty about what to say or do after an expression of condolence.  If a 

defense attorney does make a gesture, then what?  It’s hard to predict how the 

expression of condolence might be taken and what will be appropriate after that.  

Concern about it being taken the wrong way, about it being clumsily expressed, 

about what to do if it does lead to an exchange, are enough to make anyone 

reluctant to try. 
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• Concern about how it impacts client advocacy. Defense attorneys may be 

concerned that victim outreach will somehow negate zealous advocacy for their 

client.  It can be difficult to imagine that any gain for the victim survivor won’t also 

result in a loss for the defendant.  The adversarial process helps to insure that 

roles and boundaries do not get blurred. 

 

• Attempts in other cases haven’t resulted in any tangible benefit.  Some 

defense attorneys can point to cases where victim outreach either didn’t bear any 

fruit for their client or may have actually created problems.  Especially with 

something out of the ordinary, most people are reluctant to try it in the first place 

and will be even more reluctant to try it again if their first effort was 

unsatisfactory. 

 

• Victim survivors always want the maximum penalty. It may seem as though 

all victim survivors want the maximum penalty (and then some).  It may seem as 

though the media, victim groups, the legislature, and the DA’s office are all in 

collusion to invoke the maximum penalty possible in every case.   

 

All of the above are legitimate concerns and experiences and DIVO offers a mechanism 

for addressing these issues in a principled way.   

 

Involuntary Relationship and DIVO 

 

Crime creates an involuntary and unlikely relationship 

that is situationally induced between the victim survivor 

and the offender.xi  It’s involuntary in the sense that it is 

forced upon victim survivors as a consequence of crime 

although it should be noted that in some crimes the victim 

survivor and the offender have a pre-existing 

relationship.  Whether or not the victim survivor and 

offender knew each other before the crime occurred, the resulting relationship is intense 

“I slept on death row with 
[offender] for 12 years 

and it was killing me the 
same way it was killing 

him – a different way but I 
was dying the same as he 

was.” 
Mother of a murder victim 
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because it was formed off of a violation or willful disregard for life.  Usually, the sense of 

personal violation associated with the loss of life or related circumstances does not 

resolve but remains “hot,” – alive and current, wreaking additional damage in the minds 

of victims.  A crime victim may refuse to drive with a man in car because a man had 

previously raped her at gunpoint in her vehicle.  Another may be consumed by fears of 

retribution from the offender’s family after he was sentenced to death.  It is not unusual 

for parents whose child was murdered to regularly check with the prison about the 

offender’s status or monitor the offender’s website for new developments.  Many victim 

survivors feel like hostages to the offender because they long for answers to questions, 

answers that only the offender has.  These examples show that the involuntary 

relationship takes root and is ongoing as it manifests itself in notable ways in the lives of 

victim survivors.  Said one woman whose son was murdered, “When you asked my son 

for a ride our three lives were cemented together for an eternity.”xii 

 

The goal of restorative justice is to alter that relationship so that victim and offender 

stand in ‘right’ relationship with each other.xiii ‘Right’ relationship refers to the promotion 

of healing when harm has occurred and demarcates that the offender, who is 

responsible for the harm, has an obligation to ‘right’ the relationship to the degree 

possible by at the least providing for the needs of the person who has been made a 

victim.  In DIVO that obligation is carried by the defense who serves as proxy for the 

defendant. In part due to this involuntary relationship, victim survivors may have needs 

that only the offender can meet – needs for information, accountability and putting 

things rights.  The principles of restorative justice help to guide these obligations. 

[R]estorative justice philosophy starts with victims – the harms they 
experienced and their needs for repair.  Helping an offender become 
accountable is a step toward restoring the victim.  Offenders’ 
recognizing their obligations to their victims is the foundation of 
restorative justice.xiv 

 

DIVO further recognizes that at least initially and perhaps for the duration of the legal 

process, the defense attorney may need to serve as proxy for the defendant in 

addressing the harms caused by the offense. 
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In serving as proxy, the attorney’s first task through DIVO is to understand the specific 

harms that the victim survivor has experienced.  The second task is to learn about the 

victim survivor’s interests and needs, and to identify those that 

the defense can potentially meet.  Listening, learning, and 

responding – not advocacy on behalf of the offender – is the 

only agenda.  It should be noted that even when the defendant 

is believed by the defense to be innocent of the charges, harm 

has still occurred and victim survivors may have needs that 

the defense can meet during the process.  While an innocence 

defense will limit some of the ways in which the defense can respond, it will not prevent 

a response. 

 

The core process then focuses on providing information, or in other ways responding to 

the survivors’ interests and requests, to the maximum extent possible.  Responding to 

victim survivor needs is possible in every case.  At the very least, treating survivors with 

respect in every aspect of the case is essential.  It is part of the obligation of putting 

right and is even recognized by the Constitution of the State of Texas.  Article 1, Section 

30 says “a crime victim has the right to be treated with fairness and with respect for the 

victim’s dignity and privacy throughout the criminal justice process.”  That obligation 

does not fall only to the state, but to all parties.   

 

Examples of ways in which victim survivor needs have been met are described in more 

detail on page 46 but in short, survivor needs often fall within the following categories. 

 
Emotional 

• A request that the defense team meet with victim survivors to listen to their hurt 
and pain. 

• An explanation as to why the attorney is defending someone who has caused 
such harm. 

 
Information about the defendant 

• Biographical information including information about the defendant’s family, what 
the defendant was like growing up, and how the defendant’s family is reacting to 
the crime. 

• Whether the defendant is remorseful and prepared to apologize. 

DIVO principles 
recognize that victim 
survivors may have 
needs or concerns 

that can best be 
addressed by the 

defense – and 
sometimes only by 

the defense. 
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Issues of courtesy 
• The relaying of significant days and dates that the victim survivor would like to be 

kept free of court proceedings. 
• Whether and how they wish to be acknowledged in court. 

 
Issues of procedure 

• A request to have advance notice of motions filed or difficult testimony or 
exhibits. 

• Knowledge of whether or not and how particular types of information might be 
used. 

• Basic information about the criminal justice process. 
 
Issues of strategy 

• Why the defense attorney is representing someone obviously guilty or who has 
even confessed. 

• Why and how particular types of information might be used. 
• Why certain motions are being filed or particular strategies utilized. 

 
Questions about the crime 

• Specific questions about the crime that only the defendant can answer. 
• Return of non-evidentiary property. 
• Insight into the defendant’s motivation. 

 

 

One reason that the VOS will seek to meet directly with the victim survivors is to help in 

sorting out interests.  Victim survivors often do not know what is even possible or are 

unable to consider the things that might constitute interests and needs until they have 

interaction with the VOS. 

 

DIVO Ethics for the Defense 

 

Develop the relationship with the victim survivor through an expert – a Victim 

Outreach Specialist (VOS).  The VOS has been specially trained, is mentored, and 

adheres to a code of ethics and principles of practice.  Defense-based victim outreach, 

like services provided by other parties within the criminal justice system – prosecutors, 

law enforcement, corrections – use specially educated and trained personnel.   

 

The VOS must be an independent expert retained by the defense, not a member 

of the defense team.  In order to remain victim-centered, the VOS cannot hold dual 
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roles within the process.  This protects everyone in the event that the interests of the 

victim survivor run counter to the defense’s obligation to their client.   

 

The mission of the VOS is to develop a relationship with survivors and to bring 

the defense attorney, and by proxy, the defendant into that relationship. Beneficial 

interaction between the parties can only take place within the context of a relationship.  

That the VOS engages in the work largely independently as well as confidentially is 

different from other experts that may be hired by the defense, and the absence of direct 

control can be a challenge for some attorneys.  However, assurance of confidentiality is 

one of the tools that the VOS must have in order to do the job they’re hired to do.  But 

as the VOS’s job is to create a bridge between the victim survivor and the defense, the 

VOS will refrain from answering questions or otherwise meeting victim survivor needs 

independent of the defense.   

 

The VOS must be, and be allowed to be, victim survivor-centered.  The only 

agenda is to learn from the survivors and to help the defense team and defendant 

respond to the survivors.  VOS cannot and will not advocate with survivors on behalf of 

the defense nor is there any expectation that the victim survivor will meet defense 

needs and interests.   

 

The parameters of the relationship between the defense attorney and the VOS are 

clearly identified. Careful vetting at the time the service is requested along with the 

MOU assures that the parameters of the relationship have been understood and agreed 

to by both the defense and the VOS.   

 

The defense attorney and VOS must have frequent and regular communication. 

Independence and confidentiality does not negate the VOS’s obligation to engage in 

regular communication with the defense.  Preferences pertaining to frequency and 

method of communication should be stated at the beginning of the relationship but at a 

minimum should occur every time the VOS has contact with the victim survivor and at 

every significant point throughout the criminal justice process.  As previously stated, all 
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written communications from the VOS to the victim survivor will be approved by the 

defense in advance. 

 

The defense must respect the VOS’s relationship with survivors. This is part of 

giving the VOS the tools required for their work.  The VOS must first establish a 

relationship with the victim survivor before the defense can be invited in.  But the VOS is 

always aware that their job is to create a bridge between the victim survivor and the 

defense in order for the defense to respond, and will make every effort to make that 

happen. 

 

The defense must trust that information communicated by survivors to VOS will 

be passed to the defense when the time is right. Defense attorneys are 

understandably interested in learning about anything that might be germane to their 

client’s defense, which is another reason that allowing the VOS to operate confidentially 

can be a challenge.  However, it’s important to note that the likelihood of the victim 

survivor having knowledge or information significant to the case that will not be 

discovered some other way, is very small.  Information that might be truly relevant that 

would not otherwise be accessible except through the victim survivor, would not be 

available to the defense anyway.  Nothing is lost and through a relationship built on 

integrity the possibility of communication can be developed.   

 

The defense must respond to survivors’ questions. In committing to DIVO, the 

defense also commits to responding to every request from the victim survivor in some 

fashion.  That does not mean, of course, that the defense will not carefully consider their 

response within the context of their primary obligation to their client.  It may be that only 

a partial response can be given.  Even if the defense cannot respond to the degree that 

fully meets the victim survivor’s needs, there will be an explanation as to why and 

possibly details as to circumstances in which a fuller response could be given. 

 

The defense attorney and the VOS must work creatively and compassionately to 

meet survivors’ concerns and interests. The key here is the defense’s willingness to 
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set aside their conditioning to withhold information in order to give consideration to the 

victim survivor’s request.  And although careful deliberation does not always result in 

acquiescence, experience has shown that the needs of victim survivors are often things 

that can be addressed with little or no impact on defense strategy.   

 

Does DIVO Help the Defendant? 

 

DIVO’s purpose is to help the victim survivor.  

However, zealous advocacy for defense clients 

calls for victim outreach and is not compromised 

by victim outreach. 

 

• If the defense fails to create a 

mechanism by which the victim survivors 

can reflect upon their interests and needs 

that may be only met by the defense, that 

leaves their only source of information 

and vehicle for input into the process the 

government.  The government's agenda 

is counter to the defendant’s.  Without victim outreach, the defense blocks the 

only avenue by which the victim survivors may be in any way influenced by the 

defense’s efforts. 

 

• Similarly, new options typically develop only within the context of a relationship.   

If, by not engaging in victim outreach, the defense precludes the possibility of a 

relationship between the victim survivors and the defense attorney who serves as 

the defendant's proxy, the possibility of identifying and exploring new options is 

thwarted.   

 

• The government's justification for a particular course of action is often that of 

"victim outrage."  As noted by Assistant Federal Public Defender Benji McMurray, 

Q: Does the defendant have any 
say about DIVO? 
A: Attorney proponents of DIVO 
encourage defense counsel to 
engage their client about the 
purpose of DIVO.  In the event 
that the victim survivor request 
requires the defendant’s 
cooperation, meeting the need is 
more likely if the defendant is 
already on board with the 
process.  However, as part of 
overall defense strategy, victim 
outreach falls within the 
attorney’s purview and does not 
require the consent of the client. 
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the government may not, in fact, know the victim survivor’s wishes in a particular 

case.xv  Failure to engage in victim outreach precludes learning about the victim 

survivor’s interests and needs and how those might be addressed by the 

defense. 

 

• As it relates to capital cases, the American Bar Association both acknowledges 

victim outreach and describes it as “essential.”  The guidelines read in part, 

“should know and explore with the client” both the “concerns of the [survivors]” 

and possible “concessions the client might offer such as ... meetings between 

[survivors] and the client” and  “a public statement o[f] remorse, or restitution”).xvi  

 

• Finally, victim outreach allows for the expression and address of the harm that 

has brought about prosecution in the first place.   

How can we represent our clients effectively, zealously, 
passionately, and with integrity if we repress the feelings of sadness, 
loss, and empathy that were first evoked upon hearing of the 
murder?  Are we not failing to address the core of the matter, that 
thing that drives the very prosecution we seek to defend against? If 
we could speak to that thing, that palpable heart-rending life-
changing wave of emotions left in the wake of murder, would not we 
be defending our clients more effectively? Of course we would.  We 
cannot defend the person accused of committing a murder without 
acknowledging and addressing the wrong that our client is accused 
of. But most of us do not address the wrong directly. We try to raise 
doubt about our client’s involvement, we mitigate his or her 
culpability, we counter the aggravating circumstances—but we do 
not speak to the harm done to the victim and his or her survivors. 
Why not?  Because we have been conditioned by the adversary 
process to think that the survivors of homicide are on the other side, 
that they have disdain for our clients and for us for defending them, 
that we appear and even feel disloyal to our clients if we open 
ourselves to their feelings of sadness and loss. In this way, we forget 
or repress the empathy we once felt for them, and we ignore that 
thing that drives prosecutors to seek, and jurors to impose, death for 
our clients.  The consequences of this are profound both in and out 
of the courtroom.xvii  
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What Kinds of Needs Has DIVO Addressed? 

 

Victim survivors have utilized DIVO to address a great many types of needs.  The 

following are just a few examples that illustrate the kinds of needs DIVO practitioners 

have learned about and responded to. 

 

Emotional needs – In one case both the prosecutor and defense team had turned over 

three times which resulted in significant delays and the victim survivors, some of whom 

were also fact witnesses, having to undergo many of the same processes and 

procedures multiple times.  When given the opportunity to think about needs that might 

be met by the defense, the victim survivors requested the resumes of the entire defense 

team – their position being that they had been “investigated” so much that it was only 

fair that the defense team reveal themselves in a similar manner.  The VOS worked with 

the attorneys to expand their resumes to include personal information such as marital 

status, number of children, and community and church involvement.   

 

Information about the defendant – In a case that had been unsolved for more than 

two decades, the defendant, when finally identified and charged, was found to have 

significant health problems including leukemia.  The victim survivors requested that the 

defendant be examined by a department of corrections doctor and the defendant’s 

health report shared with them.  The defense sought and was granted judicial approval 

for the examination and the ensuing medical report was forwarded to the victim 

survivors. 

 

Issues of courtesy – In a particularly high profile case the defense attorney making 

closing arguments invited his spouse and high school aged children to be in court that 

day.  Somehow learning of these plans, a friend of the victim survivors contacted the 

VOS, who in turn contacted the defense attorney to relay the family’s feeling that by 

inviting his own family, the victim survivors’ suffering was being made even more of a 

public spectacle than it already was.  The attorney expressed his apologies and, while 

his wife did come to court that day, his children did not.   
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Issues of procedure – In several instances victim survivors have requested that they 

be notified by the defense at the time motions are filed so that they don’t have to learn 

about them in the media.   

 
Issues of strategy – In one case in which DIVO was used the family of a young woman 

who was murdered wanted to know how the defense attorney could “live with himself” 

defending someone who could commit such a heinous crime.  With their agreement that 

they would accept a response, the attorney crafted a very thoughtful letter explaining 

that his motivation was not getting his client off as much as it was making sure that the 

government played by the rules and met all its obligations before taking away his 

client’s liberty.  The letter talked about what had interested him in the law in the first 

place and also noted that if he did his job right, there would be fewer grounds for 

appeals in the future.  After the sentencing, the family approached the defense attorney 

in court and thanked him both for the letter and for doing such a good job defending his 

client.   

 
Return of property – In one case involving a domestic violence homicide, there had 

been a period of time between the murder and the defendant’s arrest during which he 

discarded many of his wife’s belongings and moved out of their apartment.  The victim’s 

parents very much wanted to get their daughter’s scrapbook albums – a request they 

made through their VOS.  Initially the defendant said he’d thrown them out.  Over the 

course of some weeks he changed his story about the albums but his attorney was able 

to work with him and help him to see that cooperation might be to his benefit.  The 

defendant acquiesced and through his attorney, got a message to a friend who was 

storing several boxes to release the boxes to the parents.  Although the boxes 

contained only some of the albums (some were never found), they also contained other 

personal items that the parents were happy to have back. 

 

Questions about the crime – In a double homicide neither the police investigation nor 

medical examiner’s report could say with any certainty which of the victims had been 

shot first.  Understandably, this was information that was important to the families 

involved and they asked that the defendant be allowed to answer the question.  The 
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defense team carefully considered the request and allowed the defendant to answer the 

question.   

 

It’s important to note that several of these examples don’t involve significant challenges 

to issues of defense and defense strategy, which is a common concern raised by 

defense attorneys.  However, it’s also important to note that a defense attorney will 

never know if there is an issue that they can address unless they ask.  Moreover, even 

when the request does impinge on zealous advocacy, giving careful consideration to the 

request as opposed to the more reflexive response of “no” may ultimately result in a 

response that can still meet some or all of the victim survivor’s needs without 

compromising the work of the defense.   

 

Training Defense Attorneys 

 

Training defense attorneys about DIVO requires a focus on potential benefit.  Whether 

the training lasts an hour, a half day or a full day, 

participants will be most interested in how DIVO 

can help them do their job or gain benefit for their 

client.  Appendix 7 contains agendas for trainings 

of different lengths and supplemental power 

points.  Contact the state bar association to see if 

continuing education credit can be provided for 

attendees.   

 

This manual contains the information needed to 

conduct a training.  It is recommended that at 

least one trainer be an attorney in order to 

respond to specific legal questions that arise.  

Many of those issues have already been 

discussed elsewhere in the manual.  

 

Q: Can DIVO be construed as 
“witness tampering?” 
A: Definitions vary by state but 
36.05 of the Texas Code of 
Criminal Procedure describes 
witness tampering as offering 
benefit in exchange for falsifying 
or withholding testimony, or 
absenting oneself from a 
proceeding.  Obviously DIVO in 
no way seeks to influence 
someone’s testimony or 
participation.  Since DIVO is 
victim-driven, the defense would 
have no way of even making 
such an offer nor would a VOS 
relay such an offer.  Defense-
based victim outreach is not 
witness tampering. 
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Trainers must remember that DIVO is going to be a very new concept to most attendees 

and challenging to take in all at once.  It might help to ask the audience if anyone has 

ever reached out to victim survivors either formally or informally and how they felt about 

that experience.  Often attorneys will recall a time when that happened, or even a time 

when the victim survivors made an overture to them.   

 

Remind attorneys that something as simple as knowing whether and how victim 

survivors wish to be acknowledged by defense counsel is one less thing they have to 

worry about when in court and DIVO often helps clarify that.  In fact, anything that 

reduces tension, even minimally, is going to make their job that much easier.  

Acknowledge that they are likely interested in doing their job in ways that don’t inflict 

additional and unnecessary harm. 

 

Appendix 8 contains pre and post surveys that can be used as-is or adapted for your 

evaluation purposes.  In pilot trainings of defense attorneys conducted by IRJRD, more 

than three-fourths of respondents showed an increase in post-test scores over pre-test 

scores.  Areas examined include familiarity with the DIVO process, familiarity with the 

experience of victim survivors, overall knowledge of DIVO and source of information, 

prosecutor attitudes related to DIVO, and defense attorney attitudes related to DIVO.  

 

Summary 

 

DIVO offers defense attorneys a mechanism that, for the first time, opens access to 

victim survivors and provides an opportunity to respond in compassionate and 

meaningful ways to the harm they carry as a result of the crime forced upon them. This 

privilege has the potential to elevate the quality of defense practice, particularly in 

homicide cases.  More importantly, this privilege expands significantly victim survivors’ 

chance to get deeper needs met—needs that when unaddressed can impede their 

healing for years.   
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DIVO will not happen overnight.  It requires vast changes in mindsets for acceptance 

and particularly so for defense attorneys who, until now, have seen the strength of their 

advocacy as dependent on zealously maintaining a singular focus on the defendant.  

Rather than weakening their position, DIVO offers defense counsel an additional tool 

that broadens the scope of what is possible and potentially increases the options for 

defendants. As stated by Richard Burr, “If we fail to act with compassion toward the 

victim survivor, we cannot ask that same compassion be shown our client.” 
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AFFIDAVIT OF TONY P. 

 

 
TONY P., being duly sworn, deposes and says upon penalty of perjury thereof:  

 

1. My name is Tony P.  I am a Victim Outreach Specialist and as such, engage in defense-

initiated victim services in criminal cases commonly referred to as Defense-Initiated 

Victim Outreach (DIVO).   

 

2. I have been trained as a Victim Outreach Specialist through the Institute for Restorative 

Justice and Restorative Dialogue, University of Texas at Austin.  That training consists of 

40 hours of restorative justice, capital punishment proceedings, working with victim 

survivors, and collaborating with stakeholders in the criminal justice system.   

 

3. I hold a Bachelor’s degree in Psychology from the University of Virginia and a Master’s in 

Clinical Psychology from Sam Houston State University.  In addition to these degrees I am 

a trained mediator and have undergone training through the Texas Department of 

Criminal Justice in Victim-Offender Mediation/Dialogue and completed the certificate 

program through the Virginia-based Eastern Mennonite University’s graduate school in 

Conflict Transformation and Peacebuilding. 

 

4. I have worked with victims of crime throughout my career as a clinical psychologist both in 

private practice and through the Oak Bend County Rape Crisis Center.   I serve as a 

volunteer mediator at the Oak Bend Dispute Resolution Center and am on the board of 

directors of that association as well as the Texas Association of Mediators.  I also 

coordinate the restorative justice ministry of Oakview Methodist Church in Oakview, 

Texas.   

 

5. I have been contacted by Attorney 1 and Attorney 2, counsel for Mr. Defendant, who has 

been charged in the death of Victim.  Defense counsel and I have discussed utilizing 

Defense-Initiated Victim Outreach in this case and based on my training and experience I 

believe this service to be an appropriate one to offer to the family of Ms. Victim.  This 

service will enable the Victim family, should they choose, to have a victim-sensitive 

mechanism by which they may communicate any needs they may have that the defense 

may be in a position to address.   

 

6. In my role as Victim Outreach Specialist I will coordinate an introduction letter from the 

defense team to the Victim family, follow up with them to identify their needs, and serve 

as a conduit between the Victim family and the defense team.  Beyond the initial 

communication, all further communication with the defense team, if any, will be at the 

request of the victim family.  I will relay those communications to the defense team and 

the response of the defense team back to the victim family. 
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FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NOT. 

 

 

 

     ___________________________________ 

     Tony P. 

 

 

Sworn to, before me, this ______ day of June 2010. 

 

 

 

     ___________________________________ 

     Notary Public – State of Texas 
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FEE SCHEDULE 

 

Generally Defense-Initiated Victim Outreach (DIVO) can be conducted for approximately 15-20 hours 

of expenses.  Exceptions to this general rule may occur if there are a large number of family members 

who wish to participate and / or if communications extend for a significant period of time.  The offer 

of at least one face-to-face meeting is customary. 

 

 

Initial meeting with defense team 

 4 hours @ $75 an hour     $300 

Travel expenses 

 Mileage      $25 

 

 

Meeting with survivor family 

 3 hours travel @ $25 an hour    $75 

Direct services 

 4 hours @ $75 an hour     $300 

Travel expenses 

 Mileage      $120 

 

 

Ongoing communication with family / defense team 

 16 hours @ $75 an hour    $1,200 

 

Postage       $50 

 

TOTAL        $2,070 
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No. _______________ 

 

STATE OF TEXAS    § IN THE DISTRICT COURT 

      § 

VS.      § ______ JUDICIAL DISTRICT 

      § 

_____________________   § __________ COUNTY, TEXAS 

 
ACCUSED’S MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF  

DEFENSE INITIATED VICTIM OUTREACH 

SPECIALIST IN CAPITAL CASE 

 

 

 
 

TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF SAID COURT: 

 COMES NOW [CLIENT’S NAME]  in the above styled and numbered cause, by and through 

his attorney of record, [COUNSEL’S NAME], and respectfully moves the Court to appoint a Defense 

Initiated Victim Outreach Specialist to assist in the preparation of his defense, and in support thereof 

would show the Court as follows: 

I. 

 Accused has a right to effective counsel.  Effective assistance of counsel includes and extends to 

an obligation to make adequate investigation and preparation. 

II. 

 The Court may authorize the defense to obtain investigative, expert, or other services that are 

“reasonably necessary for the representation of the defendant.”  The services of a Defense Initiated 

Victim Outreach Specialist are reasonably necessary for the representation of [CLIENT’S NAME]. 

 

III. 

Until recently, defense counsel in capital prosecutions viewed the surviving relatives of a murder 

victim as informal members of the prosecution team.  Often seen for the first time in court hearings, 
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accompanied by law enforcement officers, victims’ advocates and prosecutors, the survivors were not 

deemed approachable.  The prosecution team reinforced this perception by conferring with the survivors 

and purporting to represent their interests – treating the survivors, at least informally, as their clients. 

IV. 

In the federal system, the appearance that homicide survivors are adjuncts to the prosecution team 

has been nurtured by programs within the Department of Justice designed to serve crime victims and the 

survivors of crime victims.  Moreover, in federal capital prosecutions, the United States Attorney is 

directed to consult with survivors in the process of determining whether to seek the death penalty.  The 

United States Attorneys Manual, § 9-10.060, “Consultation with Family of Victim,” prescribes the 

following: 

The United States Attorney should consult with the family of the victim concerning the 
decision whether to seek the death penalty. The United States Attorney should include the 
views of the victim's family concerning the death penalty in any submission made to the 
Department. The United States Attorney shall notify the family of the victim of all final 
decisions regarding the death penalty.  

 

 

V. 

Similarly, within the State of Texas, the appearance that homicide survivors are adjuncts to the 

prosecution team has been nurtured by prosecuting attorneys.  As the Court is aware, in most Texas 

jurisdictions, including this District, the staff members of the prosecuting attorney’s office include a 

victim impact coordinator, whose duties in theory are designed to serve crime victims and the survivors of 

crime victim. 

VI. 
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Over the past five years, the capital defense community has come to realize that the traditional 

view of survivors as clients of the prosecution is a mistake, both from the perspective of survivors and 

from the perspective of counsel’s ability to defend clients zealously.  See Richard Burr, Litigating with 

Victim Impact Testimony: The Serendipity that Has Come from Payne v. Tennessee, 88 CORNELL L. 

REV. 517 (2003) and Mickell Branham and Richard Burr, Understanding Defense-Initiated Victim 

Outreach and Why it is Essential in Defending a Capital Client, Hofstra Law Review, Vol. 36, No. 3 

(Spring, 2008) . 

VII. 

From the perspective of survivors, survivors are neither members of the prosecution team nor the 

clients of the prosecutors.  They have suffered an egregious, immeasurable loss through no fault of their 

own.  While they have an interest in seeing that whoever is responsible for this loss is identified and held 

accountable, this is not the only interest they have that the judicial process might address.  Survivors also 

have a need for information, including the need to know:  Why was my loved one murdered?  What did 

my loved one experience in the course of being killed?  What did he or she say and do before death came?  

What is going to happen in the prosecution?  How long will it take?  What are the steps that must be taken 

before the prosecution is over?  What is going on in the prosecution at any particular time?  88 Cornell L. 

Rev. at 526-527. 

VIII. 

Further, survivors have a need to “get through the prosecution with as little re-traumatization as 

possible.”  Id. at 527.   Yet the judicial process is rife with opportunities for re-traumatization: 

Every court proceeding creates the risk that survivors will relive the experience of 
learning of their loved one’s murder and re-experience, empathetically, the murder itself.  
This problem is often at its worst during the trial, where the details of the murder are 
revealed publicly.  If a death sentence is imposed, every post-conviction proceeding and 
development poses the risk of further traumatization.  Indeed, because post-conviction 
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proceedings usually span a number of years, the cycle of continuing re-traumatization 
may also extend for many years. 

 
Id.   

IX. 

Moreover, survivors’ interests in seeing that whoever is responsible for the loss of their loved one 

is identified and held accountable vary from survivor to survivor.  Some do not care what kind of 

punishment is imposed on this person.  Some do.  Some want the death penalty.  Some do not; some 

would even be aggrieved if the death penalty were imposed.  Most want some assurance that the offender 

will not hurt anyone else.  Some want to meet with the offender.  Some do not. 

X. 

 While the prosecution can respond to some of these needs, only the defense team and an Accused 

can respond to others.  For example, the information that is often uniquely within the domain of the 

defendant and defense team includes information about the victim’s last moments and last words, about 

why the murder happened, about why the victim was singled out, and about what the defense lawyers are 

doing to defend their client and why they feel like they have to defend their client in the way they are.  To 

be sure, attorney-client confidences and the need to protect clients from self-incrimination – as well as the 

need to defend on the basis of doubt about guilt – may shape the way the defense can respond to these 

needs of survivors.  However, the potential for the defense to be helpful to survivors is always there.   

XI. 

Moreover, only when the prosecution and the defense act together can some of the needs be met, 

such as the need to have the judicial process come to a final conclusion quickly so that the survivors can 

tend to the inner work they must do to live with the loss they have suffered. 

XII. 
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From the perspective of defending clients zealously, defense counsel make a mistake if they cede 

exclusively to the prosecution the opportunity to develop a relationship with the survivors.  Unless they 

develop a relationship with survivors, the defense may never know the broad and diverse range of 

interests and needs that survivors feel and are able to articulate.  They may never know, for example, that 

the survivors want the judicial process to be over quickly and would be amenable to a disposition of the 

case by plea bargain.  They may never know the particular suffering that the murder has brought into the 

survivors’ lives, and how they might respond compassionately to their suffering, rather than insensitively, 

due to ignorance.  They may never know that the survivors would like to meet with their client and, 

through that contact, begin to come to some peace about what has happened.  They may never know that 

the development of a relationship based on respect and compassion for survivors may help survivors feel 

less like distraught bystanders and more like real participants in a process which usually affects them 

profoundly.  88 Cornell L. Rev. 517-518, 527-529. 

XIII. 

To be able to reach out to homicide survivors, defense lawyers need the assistance of a specialist– 

a victim liaison, who by training and experience knows how to approach and develop a relationship with 

survivors with appropriate respect for their plight, their suffering, and their fears.  See Commentary to 

ABA Guideline 10.9.1 (“approaches to the victim’s family should be undertaken carefully and with 

sensitivity” and “[defense counsel] may consider seeking the assistance of . . . a defense-victim liaison . . . 

in the outreach effort”).  They are sent out with only one goal:  to develop a relationship with, get to 

know, and serve as bridge between, the defense and the survivors so that the needs of the survivors can be 

considered, addressed and met, if possible.  They are not sent out to manipulate or in any manner take 

advantage of victims.    How the relationship develops and the fruits of that relationship are solely 

determined by the interests of the survivors and the ability of the defense – and in some instances the 

prosecution – to meet those interests.  
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 XIV. 

In one recent case, defense based victim outreach specialists developed a mission statement to 

assist survivors in understanding what they sought to do.  That statement captures succinctly the mission 

of defense-based victim outreach specialists in any capital case: 

MISSION OF DEFENSE-BASED VICTIM LIAISON 

The mission of the victim liaison is to meet the needs of victims that can be addressed 
through a relationship with the defense team.  The victim liaison works on behalf of 
victims at the request of the defense team.  Victim liaisons are professionals guided by 
the values embedded in the philosophy of restorative justice. Restorative justice 
encourages offender accountability, seeks opportunities for victims to play a more central 
role in the process through which criminal charges are resolved by the courts, and seeks 
to address the needs of both the victim and the offender that can be met during the 
judicial process. 

XV. 

The defense attorneys representing [NAME OF CLIENT] recognize the adversarial nature of the 

legal process and the potential of that process to re-traumatize victims.  In an attempt to ameliorate this 

source of trauma, the attorneys have sought the assistance of trained victim outreach specialists to bridge 

the gap that often exists between victims and the defense team.  Victim outreach specialists provide an 

opportunity for victims to have access to the defense team, which has historically not been available.  

This allows for victims to have interaction with both the prosecution and defense teams to address the 

victims’ questions, concerns, and needs. 

XVI. 

In keeping with these principles, the declaration of the victim liaison whom the defense seeks to 

retain, [NAME OF VOS], attached hereto as Appendix A, explains the work that will be done in relation 

to the survivors of [THE NAMES OF THE DECEASED VICTIM(s).   Estimated costs of the victim 
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liaison’s work during the pre-authorization period are [$ ], based on the time and expenses set forth in 

attached declaration. 

XVII. 

PRAYER 

 WHEREFORE, counsel for [NAME OF CLIENT]respectfully request that they be authorized to 

retain the services of [NAME OF VOS] as a victim liaison in this case, and to be able to expend up to [$], 

such funds to be immediately made available to counsel for the services and expenses as set out above. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

[SIGNATURE BLOCK FOR COUNSEL]
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No. _____________________ 

 

STATE OF TEXAS    § IN THE DISTRICT COURT 

      § 

VS.      § _____ JUDICIAL DISTRICT 

      § 

__________________   § _________ COUNTY, TEXAS 

 
 

 ORDER ON MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF  

DEFENSE INITIATED VICTIM OUTREACH SPECIALIST  

 

On this date the above Motion for Appointment of A Defense Initiated Victim Outreach 

Specialist was heard by the Court.  The Court is of the opinion that the Motion should be GRANTED and 

it is ORDERED that Counsel for [NAME OF CLIENT]is authorized to expend funds to secure [NAME 

OF VOS] as Defense Initiated Victim Outreach Specialist, and it is FURTHER ORDERED that the Court 

has authorized immediate payment of $___________ to be held in trust by defense counsel for the 

payment of fees and expenses incurred by the Victim Outreach Specialist. 

 SIGNED this ______ of _______________, 20____. 

 
 
 
     ________________________ 
     PRESIDING JUDGE 
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The University of Texas at Austin                                                                        School of Social Work 
    

Defense-Initiated Victim Outreach (DIVO) 
INSTITUTE FOR RESTORATIVE JUSTICEINSTITUTE FOR RESTORATIVE JUSTICEINSTITUTE FOR RESTORATIVE JUSTICEINSTITUTE FOR RESTORATIVE JUSTICE    

AND RESTORATIVE DIALOGUEAND RESTORATIVE DIALOGUEAND RESTORATIVE DIALOGUEAND RESTORATIVE DIALOGUE    

 

Memorandum of Understanding 

 
 

1.  __________________________, Defense Attorney, and ___________________________, 

Victim Outreach Specialist, agree that the Defense Attorney will send a letter to the victim 

survivor(s) introducing DIVO and indicating that _________________________, Victim Outreach 

Specialist, will be in contact by letter. 

 

2. Within seven days,  the Victim Outreach Specialist will send a follow up letter referencing the 

Defense Attorney’s letter to the victim survivor(s), describing DIVO  services, and offering a 

person-to-person meeting to discuss the victim survivor(s)’ judicial needs. 

 

3. By entering into the DIVO process the Defense Attorney agrees to the following provisions: 

a. The Defense Attorney will respond to all requests made by the victim survivor.  It is 

understood that the degree to which the Defense attorney is able to comply with the 

request(s) may vary depending on circumstances, including the rights of the accused 

and trial strategy.  However, some response will be made.  If the needs of the survivor 

cannot be met by the defense, the survivor will be so informed. 

b. The Defense Attorney will not call the Victim Outreach Specialist to testify before a jury 

nor subpoena any records the Victim Outreach Specialist has created or obtained in 

relation to the case.  An exception may be made as needed in support of a funding 

motion.   

c. The Defense Attorney will keep the Victim Outreach Specialist apprised of all significant 

developments in the case with the caveat that information that cannot be shared with 

the victim survivor(s) will not be shared with the Victim Outreach Specialist.  Significant 

developments are those things that would impact the VOS / victim survivor relationship 

such as hearing dates or a plea agreement. 

d. The Defense Attorney will neither ask nor expect the Victim Outreach Specialist to 

convey information from the defense to the victim survivor(s) except in response to 

specific requests made by the victim survivor(s). 

e. The Defense Attorney will obtain approval for funding and payment from the court at 

reasonable intervals.   

f. The Defense Attorney will not contact the victim survivor at other times or in other ways 

except as needed to conduct an investigation.  The Victim Outreach Specialist will be 

notified if the victim survivor is going to be contacted as part of the investigation. 
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4. By entering into the DIVO process the Victim Outreach Specialist agrees to the following 

provisions: 

a. The Victim Outreach Specialist will communicate the number and dates of contact, if 

any, with the victim survivor at least on a monthly basis.  

b.    The Victim Outreach Specialist will provide to the defense copies of any documents 

 given or sent to the victim survivor. 

c.  The Victim Outreach Specialist will serve only as a conduit for information between the 

 Defense Attorney and the victim survivor(s).  Except in consultation with the attorney, 

 the Victim Outreach Specialist will not attempt to answer questions of the victim 

 survivor(s) or respond to issues based on public and non-privileged information he or 

 she may have in order to further the relationship between the victim survivor and the 

 defense.   

d. The Victim Outreach Specialist will keep confidential information shared by the victim 

 survivor except to the degree that the victim survivor has specifically granted permission 

 to the Victim Outreach Specialist to share communications with the Defense Attorney. 

e. The Victim Outreach Specialist will invoice the Defense Attorney monthly for services 

and will communicate on a timely basis with the Defense Attorney if it appears that 

services beyond those initially contracted for may be needed. 

f. The Victim Outreach Specialist will provide the Defense Attorney with affidavits or 

supporting documents reasonably necessary to obtain funding approval and payment 

from the court and county including testimony as needed solely for this purpose. 

 
 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Defense Attorney 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Victim Outreach Specialist 
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The University of Texas at Austin                                                                        School of Social Work 
    

Defense-Initiated Victim Outreach (DIVO) 
INSTITUTE FOR RESTORATIVE JUSTICEINSTITUTE FOR RESTORATIVE JUSTICEINSTITUTE FOR RESTORATIVE JUSTICEINSTITUTE FOR RESTORATIVE JUSTICE    

AND AND AND AND RESTORATIVE DIALOGUERESTORATIVE DIALOGUERESTORATIVE DIALOGUERESTORATIVE DIALOGUE    
Potential questions during attorney meeting 

 
Significant dates – date of death, victim’s birthday, etc. 
 
 
Do you have a copy of the obituary? 
 
 
What news coverage? 
 
 
Spelling of defendant’s name, victim’s name 
 
 
Names & attorneys for co-defendants 
 
 
Who is the prosecutor & victim advocate? 
 
 
Does the prosecutor know you are seeking DIVO services? 
 
 
Is there a confession that is publicly known? 
 
 
Community / political ramifications 
 
 
Family members: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Are any fact witnesses? 
 
 
Is there a spokesperson? 
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Make clear: 
 

- You will be mentored (define) 
- All aspects of your work will be coordinated through UT 

 
Find out: 
 

- How and when you can expect to be paid 
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One Hour Training – Defense Attorneys 
 

Defense-Initiated Victim Outreach

(DIVO)

 

 

 

2 min – Welcome and introduction of trainer(s) 

 

- Introduce trainers 

- Introduce topic 

o Information about DIVO 

o DIVO’s history 

o Principles of DIVO 

o How DIVO engages victim survivors and defense attorneys 

o Practices 

- Indicate how you want to handle questions 

 

 

2 min – Description of DIVO 

 

- A mechanism by which victim survivors may have access to the defense in order to 

address interests and needs that can only be met by the defense. 

- We will see how victim survivors do have needs that likely cannot be met in other ways 

- That interaction is through the use of a trained person called a Victim Outreach 

Specialist 

 

 

3 min – History of DIVO 

 

- Trial of Timothy McVeigh – Oklahoma City bombing 

o Defense aware of the significant harm, wanted to reach out 

o Consulted with Howard Zehr and his graduate assistant – Tammy Krause 

o Minimal outreach in that case but became a practice in federal death penalty 

cases 

- Burgeoning interest in DIVO in state cases 

o Early DIVO practitioner Pamela Leonard spending time responding to state 

cases 

o In conjunction with her position at Georgia State University’s School of Social 

Work began implementing DIVO in Georgia 

o Received funding from Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA) to implement DIVO in 

Texas and Louisiana 

- DIVO used in capital cases, non-capital homicides and other types of crime 

- History and use of DIVO in your state / region 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DIVODIVODIVODIVO

Defense-Initiated Victim 
Outreach is a mechanism by 
which victim survivors may 
have access to the defense in 
order to address interests and 
needs that can only be met by 
the defense.

DIVO: HistoryDIVO: HistoryDIVO: HistoryDIVO: History

�Oklahoma City Bombing

�Federal System

�Georgia

�Texas

�Louisiana

What is DIVO?

History

Principles

Victims and Defense Attorneys

Practices
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2 min – Principles underlying DIVO 

 

- Restorative Justice principles help us to understand what to do with this relationship 

o Harm is to be identified and addressed 

o Some harms can only be addressed by the offender 

o The defense may have to serve as proxy for the defendant through most, if not 

all, criminal justice proceedings 

 

 

7 min – Involuntary Relationship 

 

- Crime, especially murder, creates an involuntary relationship between the victim and 

the defendant.  

o This destructive tie has profound consequences for victim survivors’ ability to 

cope and move on from the crime.  

o DIVO seeks to acknowledge that relationship and the corresponding obligation 

for the defense, as proxy for the defendant, to respond to victim survivors’ 

needs for information, accountability, and the redressing of the harm done to 

the extent possible.  

o In many cases there’s a literal relationship – ties of kinship or other relationship 

- Unfortunately, our criminal justice system is not set up to acknowledge or respond to 

that relationship in a meaningful way. 

- In fact, the focus on process versus outcome largely prohibits acknowledging or acting 

upon the relationship 

- Ask audience if anyone has reached out to victim survivors either formally or informally.   

o How was that experience? 

o If positive, affirm the value of reaching out 

o If negative, identify ways in which DIVO might have resulted in a better 

outcome 

 

 

6 min – DIVO’s dual emphasis 

 

- Victims often expect the justice system to meet their needs for: 

o Safety 

o Vindication 

o Information 

o Truth 

o Empowerment  

o Accountability 

- Unfortunately, the criminal justice system is not designed to address these needs and 

victims are often profoundly disappointed and frustrated when these needs aren’t met 

- Most court proceedings unfold in such a way as to entirely avoid addressing these issues 

- DIVO serves to address these needs 

- Similarly, defense attorneys are finding that treating victim survivors as adversaries 

doesn’t provide much of a payoff 

- DIVO provides a principled way for defense counsel to do something with their own 

reactions to the damage that has been done 

- But it allows them to avoid the potential problems that come with direct contact 

through the use of a trained specialist who doesn’t have other responsibilities to the 

defense 

 
 
 

DIVO: Underlying PrinciplesDIVO: Underlying PrinciplesDIVO: Underlying PrinciplesDIVO: Underlying Principles

�The offender must address the 
harms caused by the offense
- Some of these harms can be 
addressed only by the offender.

�The defense team must often be 
the proxy for the client in 
addressing the harms caused by 
the offense.

DIVO: RelationshipsDIVO: RelationshipsDIVO: RelationshipsDIVO: Relationships � Crime creates 
an involuntary 
relationship 
between 
victims, 
defendants, 
and survivors.

� DIVO seeks to 
acknowledge 
that 
relationship.

Victim SurvivorVictim SurvivorVictim SurvivorVictim Survivor

Victim SurvivorVictim SurvivorVictim SurvivorVictim Survivor

DefendantDefendantDefendantDefendant Primary VictimPrimary VictimPrimary VictimPrimary Victim

DIVO: Dual EmphasisDIVO: Dual EmphasisDIVO: Dual EmphasisDIVO: Dual Emphasis

Victims

• Safety
• Vindication
• Information
• Truth
• Empowerment
• Accountability

Defense Attorneys

• New standard 
practice

• Mechanism to 
address own 
feelings

• Use of trained 
specialists
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4 min – Reasons to initiate contact 

 

- The victim survivor may have a need that can be met by the defense 

- Contact with survivors as essential to the investigation of a case 

o ABA guidelines notes: Guidelines 10.9.1(b)(7) & (8)(g): In connection with plea 

discussions, counsel “should know and explore with the client” both the 

“concerns of the [survivors]” and possible “concessions the client might offer 

such as ... Meetings between [survivors] and the client” and  “a public 

statement o[f] remorse, or restitution” 

- Failure to initiate contact means 

o The victim survivor’s only source of information and input is the government 

o Options and considerations generally are only explored within the context of a 

relationship and without it, no possibility of developing options 

o The notion of “victim outrage” which often drives prosecution might have been 

neutralized in some form 

 

 

3 min – Examples of victim survivor needs 

 

- Information about the defendant / defendant’s family 

- Information about the crime 

- How the victim survivors wish to be acknowledged in court 

- (Be prepared to give an example of each.  The manual offers some examples if trainer 

does not have stories.) 

Remember: there is a great deal of empowerment to be able to compel the defense to respond 

to a request. 

 

3 min – More examples of victim survivor needs 

 

- Return of non-evidentiary property 

- Questions about defense strategy 

- Why the need for the process in the event of a confession 

- Input into a plea 

- (Be prepared to give an example of each.  The manual offers some examples if trainer 

does not have personal experiences from which to draw.) 

 

 

1 min – Role of victim survivor at trial 

 

- Victim survivor may be witnesses in either or both the culpability or sentencing  phase 

- Victim survivors may have influence over the prosecutor’s charging decision and 

sentencing options 

o ABA Guideline commentary: Contact with the family of the victim is often “[a] 

very difficult but important part of capital plea negotiation.” 

 

  

Reasons for Defense to Contact Reasons for Defense to Contact Reasons for Defense to Contact Reasons for Defense to Contact 

Victim SurvivorsVictim SurvivorsVictim SurvivorsVictim Survivors

�Survivors may have interests 
that can be met by the defense.

�Contact with survivors is 
essential to investigation of the 
case

Victim Survivor InterestsVictim Survivor InterestsVictim Survivor InterestsVictim Survivor Interests

� Information about the defendant

� Information about the crime

� How the victim / survivor family 
wishes to be acknowledged in 
court

Victim Survivor interestsVictim Survivor interestsVictim Survivor interestsVictim Survivor interests con’tcon’tcon’tcon’t ....

�Return of non-evidentiary property

�Questions about defense strategy

� Why the need for a trial in the 
event of a confession

� Elements of a plea

Role of Victim Survivors at TrialRole of Victim Survivors at TrialRole of Victim Survivors at TrialRole of Victim Survivors at Trial

�Potential witnesses at:
�Culpability Phase
�Penalty Phase

�Survivors may have input into 
prosecution’s decision of what 
sentence to pursue

Source: Commentaries to Guidelines 10.7 & 10.11, American Bar Association, Guidelines for the Appointment and 
Performance of Defense Counsel in Death Penalty Cases (2003).
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6 min – DIVO’s Implementation locally 

 

- Personalize this to your area but considerations may include: 

o How it came to be used in the area 

o Where it is housed 

o Who runs it – their backgrounds and training 

o Buy-in from stakeholders 

o How VOS are recruited and trained 

 

 

5 min – Working with a VOS 

 

- Selection 

o Care is given to insure a good “match” to victim survivors 

o Want to avoid as many unnecessary obstacles as possible 

- Independent work 

o Emphasize necessity of independent work 

� it’s the tool that allows for the creation of a trustworthy relationship 

with the victim survivor 

- MOU 

o Codifies the agreement for both the defense and VOS 

o Can be modified for unique circumstances 

- Collaboration 

o Contact with prosecutor-based advocate is made 

� Avoids reactivity  

� Victim survivor will likely contact their advocate 

� Advocate and VOS may be able to work together 

� Models a less adversarial process DIVO seeks to create 

o Alerting prosecutor is encouraged 

- Mentoring 

o VOS will be mentored (by whom?) 

� Provides support, clarity, advice and resources 

 

  

DIVO: Implementation in (area)DIVO: Implementation in (area)DIVO: Implementation in (area)DIVO: Implementation in (area)

� Describe

� Describe

� Describe

� Describe

Working with a VOSWorking with a VOSWorking with a VOSWorking with a VOS

� Selection

� Independent 
work

� Memorandum of 
Understanding

� Collaboration

� Mentoring
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5 min – Frequently asked questions – DIVO 

 

- Is DIVO an anti-death penalty initiative? 

o No, although it’s most commonly used in capital cases as that’s where funding 

is most likely to be approved 

o Recognize that in death penalty cases if there’s any movement, it’s going to be, 

by definition, away from the death penalty – but that doesn’t make it an anti-

death penalty initiative 

o DIVO should be used regardless of the victim survivor’s position on the death 

penalty 

o DIVO’s function is to get the victim survivors’ needs met 

- Why can’t a member of the defense team be used instead? 

o The defense team member’s priority of defending the client would make 

confidentiality and victim focus impossible 

- When does DIVO happen? 

o DIVO can be used generally at any point in the process although if very early on 

(especially in homicide cases) victim survivors may be unable to reflect on 

needs and if right at the end, viewed as a last minute defense tactic 

- Why capital cases? 

o A reflection of both its history and likelihood of funding 

o Philosophically DIVO can be used in any kind of case  

o Some VOS willing to engage in DIVO pro bono in other kinds of cases 

o Give examples of any non-capital cases in your area 

- What’s in it for the defense? 

o Review slide eight 

� The victim survivor’s only source of information and input is the 

government 

� Options and considerations generally are only explored within the 

context of a relationship and without it, no possibility of developing 

options 

� The notion of “victim outrage” which often drives prosecution might 

have been neutralized in some form 

o It can reduce tension at court proceedings 

o It’s a principled way for defense to “do the right thing”  

 

 

2 min – Frequently asked questions – VOS 

 

- How does the VOS get paid? 

o Unless client funded, through a funding motion through the court along with 

other funding motions 

o The VOS will submit invoices to either you or the court, depending on local 

practice 

- Can the VOS testify? 

o No, part of the agreement entering into DIVO is that the VOS will not testify 

nor can records be subpoenaed 

- How do I hire a VOS? 

o Discuss local practices 

 
 

10 Minutes Q&A 
Thank you! 

 
Thank You!!Thank You!!Thank You!!Thank You!!

FAQ: Defense Initiated Victim OutreachFAQ: Defense Initiated Victim OutreachFAQ: Defense Initiated Victim OutreachFAQ: Defense Initiated Victim Outreach

� Is DIVO an anti-death penalty 
initiative?

�Why can’t a mitigation specialist or 
investigator be used instead?

�When does DIVO happen?

�Why capital cases?

�What’s in it for the defense?

FAQ: Victim Outreach Specialists

�How are Victim Outreach 
Specialists paid?

�Can the Victim Outreach 
Specialist testify?

�How do I hire a Victim Outreach 
Specialist?
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Half Day Training – Defense Attorneys 
 

• Any of the above slides can be expanded and / or discussed in greater detail 
• Bring in a victim survivor (or a panel of survivors) to tell their story 

o How they were impacted by the criminal justice system 
o How DIVO assisted them 
o If DIVO was not used / available, what might they have wanted from the 

defense 
• Bring in someone to speak on trauma 
• Ask a defense attorney who has used DIVO to lead a case study discussion 
• Incorporate the following additional slides / topics as desired 

 

 

Talking with defense attorneys 

 

- Obstacles to outreach 

o Past attempts have gained nothing 

o Victim survivors always want the maximum penalty 

- During outreach 

o Victim survivor’s anger and pain 

o Determining what to say 

- After outreach 

o Continuing to zealously represent client 

B e prepared with anecdotes and suggestions for handling for each of these scenarios.   
 

 

The criminal justice system’s impact on survivor 

 

- New research shows negative effects on victim survivors going through the criminal 

justice system – even those who receive services and choose to participate 

o Underscores the negative impact of the adversarial process 

o May be an outcome of not getting their needs met as expected 
 

 

PIN Pyramid 

 

- Another way to think about interests and needs and how those aren’t typically 

addressed by the criminal justice system is the model of the PIN Pyramid 

- Comes from conflict theory 

- People in conflict are usually at the Positions level 

o The criminal justice system very much keeps people at this level 

o Winning at this level is getting the most of what’s at stake – time in prison, 

restitution, death over life, etc. 

- Positions typically represent Interests – what the person really wants but may not be 

articulated 

- For victim survivors that may be vindication, accountability, information, etc. 

- Needs are what the person must have at a fundamental level 

- For victim survivors that may be respect, the ability to trust, a belief in a just world, 

cessation of fear, etc. 

- For example: a victim survivor may be resisting a plea bargain because they believe their 

“day in court” will give them the “truth” about what happened.  In fact, a trial is not 

likely to provide that kind of information.  So perhaps their interest is information which 

represents a fundamental need to reestablish control after a traumatic experience.    

- Is there some other ways that the victim survivor’s interests and needs could be met? 
 

Talking with Victim Survivors: 

Concerns for Defense Attorneys

� Obstacles to meeting -
�Past attempts to reach out to survivors 

have gained nothing for clients

�Survivors uniformly want the death penalty

� During the meeting -

�Getting ready to confront survivors’ anger 
and pain

�Determining what to say

� After the meeting -

�Responsibility to continue to zealously 
represent clients 

Homicide Survivor Research: 

Criminal Justice System

P.I.N. PYRAMID

POSITIONS

INTERESTS

NEEDS
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Full Day

15 min – Welcome and Introductions
 

  

 
 

30 Min – Origins of DIVO 
 

 Why have we not, until recently, attempted outreach to victim survivors?
• We fear 

Victim survivors can be a challenging population to serve.  Their very 
justified rage and hurt may get directed toward those who cross their paths, 
regardless of whether or not they were involved in the harm.  As proxy for 
the defendant and / or as a party
attorneys are especially vulnerable targets.  In addition, many victim 
survivors want things from representatives of the system that they cannot 
provide even if they wanted to, or have expectations about the process
are unrealistic or inaccurate, and that may provoke ire.  

• We don’t know what to say after we express sympathy
If a defense attorney does make a gesture, then what?  It’s hard to predict 
how the expression of condolence might be taken and what will b
appropriate after that.  Concern about it being taken the wrong way, about it 
being clumsily expressed, about what to do if it does lead to an exchange, 
are enough to make anyone reluctant to try.

• We fear what being open to survivors will do to us in ter
defend our clients zealously
Defense attorneys may be concerned that victim outreach will somehow 
negate zealous advocacy for their client.  It can be difficult to imagine that 
any gain for the victim survivor won’t also result in a loss fo
The adversarial process helps to insure that roles and boundaries do not get 
blurred.

• We have tried and have gained nothing for our clients in the past
Some defense attorneys can point to cases where victim outreach either 
didn’t bear any
Especially with something out of the ordinary, most people are reluctant to 
try it in the first place and will be even more reluctant to try it again if their 
first effort was unsatisfactory.

• We have never had a case where the victim survivors did not want the 
maximum penalty
It may seem as though all victim survivors want the maximum penalty (and 
then some).  The media, victim groups, the legislature, and the DA’s office all 
seem to be in coll
case.   

 
• May want to ask audience member to share their own views

 
  
 
 

Full Day Training – Defense Attorneys 
 

Welcome and Introductions 

Why have we not, until recently, attempted outreach to victim survivors?
We fear their anger and pain 
Victim survivors can be a challenging population to serve.  Their very 
justified rage and hurt may get directed toward those who cross their paths, 
regardless of whether or not they were involved in the harm.  As proxy for 
the defendant and / or as a party to the criminal justice system, defense 
attorneys are especially vulnerable targets.  In addition, many victim 
survivors want things from representatives of the system that they cannot 
provide even if they wanted to, or have expectations about the process
are unrealistic or inaccurate, and that may provoke ire.   
We don’t know what to say after we express sympathy 
If a defense attorney does make a gesture, then what?  It’s hard to predict 
how the expression of condolence might be taken and what will b
appropriate after that.  Concern about it being taken the wrong way, about it 
being clumsily expressed, about what to do if it does lead to an exchange, 
are enough to make anyone reluctant to try. 
We fear what being open to survivors will do to us in terms of trying to 
defend our clients zealously 
Defense attorneys may be concerned that victim outreach will somehow 
negate zealous advocacy for their client.  It can be difficult to imagine that 
any gain for the victim survivor won’t also result in a loss fo
The adversarial process helps to insure that roles and boundaries do not get 
blurred. 
We have tried and have gained nothing for our clients in the past
Some defense attorneys can point to cases where victim outreach either 
didn’t bear any fruit for their client or may have actually created problems.  
Especially with something out of the ordinary, most people are reluctant to 
try it in the first place and will be even more reluctant to try it again if their 
first effort was unsatisfactory. 
We have never had a case where the victim survivors did not want the 
maximum penalty 
It may seem as though all victim survivors want the maximum penalty (and 
then some).  The media, victim groups, the legislature, and the DA’s office all 
seem to be in collusion to invoke the maximum penalty possible in every 

 

May want to ask audience member to share their own views

Why have we not, until recently, attempted outreach to victim survivors? 

Victim survivors can be a challenging population to serve.  Their very 
justified rage and hurt may get directed toward those who cross their paths, 
regardless of whether or not they were involved in the harm.  As proxy for 

to the criminal justice system, defense 
attorneys are especially vulnerable targets.  In addition, many victim 
survivors want things from representatives of the system that they cannot 
provide even if they wanted to, or have expectations about the process that 

If a defense attorney does make a gesture, then what?  It’s hard to predict 
how the expression of condolence might be taken and what will be 
appropriate after that.  Concern about it being taken the wrong way, about it 
being clumsily expressed, about what to do if it does lead to an exchange, 

ms of trying to 

Defense attorneys may be concerned that victim outreach will somehow 
negate zealous advocacy for their client.  It can be difficult to imagine that 
any gain for the victim survivor won’t also result in a loss for the defendant.  
The adversarial process helps to insure that roles and boundaries do not get 

We have tried and have gained nothing for our clients in the past 
Some defense attorneys can point to cases where victim outreach either 

fruit for their client or may have actually created problems.  
Especially with something out of the ordinary, most people are reluctant to 
try it in the first place and will be even more reluctant to try it again if their 

We have never had a case where the victim survivors did not want the 

It may seem as though all victim survivors want the maximum penalty (and 
then some).  The media, victim groups, the legislature, and the DA’s office all 

usion to invoke the maximum penalty possible in every 

May want to ask audience member to share their own views 
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 How have we overcome this?

 

- DIVO was conceived during the prosecution of Timothy McVeigh, the 
mastermind behind the bombing of the Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma 
City.   

- Although committed to assuring McVeigh’s constitutional rights, the defense 
team was keenly aware of the enor
700 injured. 

- From a strategic standpoint, the defense team knew that victim impact 
evidence was going to be a factor as well.  Many of the victim survivors were 
going to be a direct part of the process and many more
and input.  

 
 Why in McVeigh

 

- Like all Americans, the defense team was impacted by this event.  According to 

Richard Burr, the enormity of suffering cried out for some kind of response.

- No blueprint for how to do 

team. 

- Defense team contacted Dr. Howard Zehr of Eastern Mennonite University.  

Considered the “father of Restorative Justice” within the United States.

- Dr. Zehr met with the defense team along with his gr

Krause (rhymes with mousy)

- The defense team learned about restorative justice principles and as a group 

developed a strategy for outreach to victim survivors.

 
 Why in McVeigh

 

- It was very clear that both the injured and survivors of those killed were going to be 

part of impact testimony.  

- The defense began to recognize that it was possible (and for the sake of their client, 

necessary) to somehow disconnect punishment from harm.

demonstrated through outreach and response to the needs of victim survivors.

- Susan Urbach’s story became an example of what this might look like.  Ms. Urbach 

was seriously injured in the bombing 

glass.  During her testimony she was able to acknowledge how her scars were an 

indication of both harm 

possible for stories to be about more than harm and death 

meaning

in the VOS training manual, pg. 43.)

- The defense did work to outreach to survivors but acknowledge that it was “too 

little, too late.”

 

  

How have we overcome this? 

DIVO was conceived during the prosecution of Timothy McVeigh, the 
mastermind behind the bombing of the Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma 

 
Although committed to assuring McVeigh’s constitutional rights, the defense 
team was keenly aware of the enormity of suffering – 168 dead and nearly 
700 injured.  
From a strategic standpoint, the defense team knew that victim impact 
evidence was going to be a factor as well.  Many of the victim survivors were 
going to be a direct part of the process and many more wanted information 
and input.   

McVeigh?  What happened? 

Like all Americans, the defense team was impacted by this event.  According to 

Richard Burr, the enormity of suffering cried out for some kind of response.

No blueprint for how to do this – even disagreement among those on the defense 

Defense team contacted Dr. Howard Zehr of Eastern Mennonite University.  

Considered the “father of Restorative Justice” within the United States.

Dr. Zehr met with the defense team along with his graduate assistant 

Krause (rhymes with mousy) 

The defense team learned about restorative justice principles and as a group 

developed a strategy for outreach to victim survivors. 

McVeigh?  What happened? – con’t. 

It was very clear that both the injured and survivors of those killed were going to be 

part of impact testimony.   

The defense began to recognize that it was possible (and for the sake of their client, 

necessary) to somehow disconnect punishment from harm.  This could be 

demonstrated through outreach and response to the needs of victim survivors.

Susan Urbach’s story became an example of what this might look like.  Ms. Urbach 

was seriously injured in the bombing – severe facial scarring as a result of flyin

glass.  During her testimony she was able to acknowledge how her scars were an 

indication of both harm and healing.  Defense realized that outreach might make it 

possible for stories to be about more than harm and death – also stories about life, 

meaning, healing and moving forward.  (A quote from her testimony can be found 

in the VOS training manual, pg. 43.) 

The defense did work to outreach to survivors but acknowledge that it was “too 

little, too late.” 

DIVO was conceived during the prosecution of Timothy McVeigh, the 
mastermind behind the bombing of the Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma 

Although committed to assuring McVeigh’s constitutional rights, the defense 
168 dead and nearly 

From a strategic standpoint, the defense team knew that victim impact 
evidence was going to be a factor as well.  Many of the victim survivors were 

wanted information 

Like all Americans, the defense team was impacted by this event.  According to 

Richard Burr, the enormity of suffering cried out for some kind of response. 

even disagreement among those on the defense 

Defense team contacted Dr. Howard Zehr of Eastern Mennonite University.  

Considered the “father of Restorative Justice” within the United States. 

aduate assistant – Tammy 

The defense team learned about restorative justice principles and as a group 

It was very clear that both the injured and survivors of those killed were going to be 

The defense began to recognize that it was possible (and for the sake of their client, 

This could be 

demonstrated through outreach and response to the needs of victim survivors. 

Susan Urbach’s story became an example of what this might look like.  Ms. Urbach 

severe facial scarring as a result of flying 

glass.  During her testimony she was able to acknowledge how her scars were an 

healing.  Defense realized that outreach might make it 

also stories about life, 

, healing and moving forward.  (A quote from her testimony can be found 

The defense did work to outreach to survivors but acknowledge that it was “too 
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Evolution of practice since 

 

- Richard Burr remains a strong proponent and spokesperson for DIVO.

- Tammy Krause continued to refine practices and train through Eastern Mennonite 

University 

- DIVO used in the penalty phase in the 

- It’s routinely used in capital cases on the federal level.

- Increasing interest in using DIVO at the state level resulted in Georgia being the first 

state to implement DIVO at the state level with grant funding allowing for 

intentional imple

- Increasing practice of utilizing defense

as non-homicide cases.   

 

90 min – DIVO Principles, Ethics and Practices for Defense Attorneys
 

  

 Principles 
 

 1. Crime creates an 

who committed the offense.

 

- Crime creates an involuntary relationship between the victim survivor and the 

offender.  It’s involuntary in the sense that it is forced upon victim survivors as a

consequence of crime although it should be noted that in some crimes the victim 

survivor and the offender have a pre

o 

o 

 

  

Evolution of practice since McVeigh 

d Burr remains a strong proponent and spokesperson for DIVO.

Tammy Krause continued to refine practices and train through Eastern Mennonite 

University – eventually entering the federal public defender system.

DIVO used in the penalty phase in the Moussaoui case. 

It’s routinely used in capital cases on the federal level. 

Increasing interest in using DIVO at the state level resulted in Georgia being the first 

state to implement DIVO at the state level with grant funding allowing for 

intentional implementation in Texas and Louisiana. 

Increasing practice of utilizing defense-based outreach in non-capital cases as well 

homicide cases.    

 
DIVO Principles, Ethics and Practices for Defense Attorneys

Crime creates an involuntary relationship between victim survivors and the person 

who committed the offense. 

Crime creates an involuntary relationship between the victim survivor and the 

offender.  It’s involuntary in the sense that it is forced upon victim survivors as a

consequence of crime although it should be noted that in some crimes the victim 

survivor and the offender have a pre-existing relationship.  

 A.  Victim survivors have needs that can be met only by the person 

responsible for the offense – needs for information, accountability, and 

putting right. 

� Research among crime victims suggest that victim needs are 

greatest in terms of information, compensation (putting right), 

emotional, participation, and protection.   Many of those are 

things that can be addressed by the offender 

 B.  The person responsible for the offense has corresponding obligations to 

the victim survivors. 

� Relationships create obligations (next slide) 

d Burr remains a strong proponent and spokesperson for DIVO. 

Tammy Krause continued to refine practices and train through Eastern Mennonite 

eventually entering the federal public defender system. 

Increasing interest in using DIVO at the state level resulted in Georgia being the first 

state to implement DIVO at the state level with grant funding allowing for 

capital cases as well 

DIVO Principles, Ethics and Practices for Defense Attorneys 

involuntary relationship between victim survivors and the person 

Crime creates an involuntary relationship between the victim survivor and the 

offender.  It’s involuntary in the sense that it is forced upon victim survivors as a 

consequence of crime although it should be noted that in some crimes the victim 

A.  Victim survivors have needs that can be met only by the person 

information, accountability, and 

Research among crime victims suggest that victim needs are 

greatest in terms of information, compensation (putting right), 

emotional, participation, and protection.   Many of those are 

 

B.  The person responsible for the offense has corresponding obligations to 
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 2. The principles of restorative justice help us understand what to do about this 

relationship.

 

- As stated in 

justice philosophy starts with victims 

for repair.  Helping an offender become accountable is a step toward restoring the 

victim.  Offenders recognizing their obligations to their victims is the found

restorative justice.”  

- It’s important to note here that the focus is on repairing harm, not punishment.  

That’s not to say that punishment might not be a part of accountability, but unlike 

the criminal justice system, it’s not the 

 

 3. DIVO is motivated by the recognition that the offender is obligated to address the 

harms caused by the offense, and that some of those harms can be addressed only 

by the offender.

- Again, information, accountability, and putti

the offender can uniquely provide.  Only the offender can answer key questions.  

Only the offender making restitution and repair 

issues of accountability in the mind of the victim s

4. DIVO recognizes that at least initially 

proceedings 

harms caused by the offense.

- There are many reasons why the defendant may not be able 

obligations resulting from the involuntary relationship but defense counsel can 

serve as proxy.

 

 5. The first task of DIVO is to understand the specific harms that survivors experience.

- DIVO creates a principled way for defense attorneys to 

6. The second task of DIVO is to learn about the survivors’ interests/needs, and to 

identify those that the defense can potentially meet.  

- DIVO creates an opportunity for victim survivors to reflect on interests and needs.  

The criminal just

focuses on outcomes, typically related to sentencing.  That’s not to say that aspects 

of sentencing isn’t part of meeting interests and needs, but often interests and 

needs can be met in other way

likely to be related to any part of sentencing but may be an important interest.  

- It’s hard to predict what might be identified because systemically, 

asked these questions.

7. Listening, lear

the only agenda.

- It may be difficult to step out of the familiar advocacy role.  But the very act of not 

having an agenda creates the greatest possibility of something positive happening 

for the client.  

 

  

The principles of restorative justice help us understand what to do about this 

ionship. 

As stated in The Little Book of Restorative Justice for People in Prison: 

justice philosophy starts with victims – the harms they experienced and their needs 

for repair.  Helping an offender become accountable is a step toward restoring the 

victim.  Offenders recognizing their obligations to their victims is the found

restorative justice.”   

It’s important to note here that the focus is on repairing harm, not punishment.  

That’s not to say that punishment might not be a part of accountability, but unlike 

the criminal justice system, it’s not the focus of the restorative justice system.

DIVO is motivated by the recognition that the offender is obligated to address the 

harms caused by the offense, and that some of those harms can be addressed only 

by the offender.  

information, accountability, and putting right are victim survivor needs that 

the offender can uniquely provide.  Only the offender can answer key questions.  

Only the offender making restitution and repair – even if symbolic 

issues of accountability in the mind of the victim survivor. 

DIVO recognizes that at least initially – and perhaps for the duration of legal 

proceedings -- the defense has to be the proxy for the client in addressing the 

harms caused by the offense. 

There are many reasons why the defendant may not be able to address the 

obligations resulting from the involuntary relationship but defense counsel can 

serve as proxy. 

The first task of DIVO is to understand the specific harms that survivors experience.

DIVO creates a principled way for defense attorneys to learn of harm.  

The second task of DIVO is to learn about the survivors’ interests/needs, and to 

identify those that the defense can potentially meet.   

DIVO creates an opportunity for victim survivors to reflect on interests and needs.  

The criminal justice system may ask what they want to have happen

focuses on outcomes, typically related to sentencing.  That’s not to say that aspects 

of sentencing isn’t part of meeting interests and needs, but often interests and 

needs can be met in other ways too.  The need for information, for example, isn’t 

likely to be related to any part of sentencing but may be an important interest.  

It’s hard to predict what might be identified because systemically, 

asked these questions. 

Listening, learning, and responding – not advocacy on behalf of the offender 

the only agenda. 

It may be difficult to step out of the familiar advocacy role.  But the very act of not 

having an agenda creates the greatest possibility of something positive happening 

for the client.   

The principles of restorative justice help us understand what to do about this 

The Little Book of Restorative Justice for People in Prison: “Restorative 

the harms they experienced and their needs 

for repair.  Helping an offender become accountable is a step toward restoring the 

victim.  Offenders recognizing their obligations to their victims is the foundation of 

It’s important to note here that the focus is on repairing harm, not punishment.  

That’s not to say that punishment might not be a part of accountability, but unlike 

storative justice system. 

DIVO is motivated by the recognition that the offender is obligated to address the 

harms caused by the offense, and that some of those harms can be addressed only 

ng right are victim survivor needs that 

the offender can uniquely provide.  Only the offender can answer key questions.  

even if symbolic – counts toward 

and perhaps for the duration of legal 

the defense has to be the proxy for the client in addressing the 

to address the 

obligations resulting from the involuntary relationship but defense counsel can 

The first task of DIVO is to understand the specific harms that survivors experience. 

learn of harm.   

The second task of DIVO is to learn about the survivors’ interests/needs, and to 

DIVO creates an opportunity for victim survivors to reflect on interests and needs.  

happen – but that 

focuses on outcomes, typically related to sentencing.  That’s not to say that aspects 

of sentencing isn’t part of meeting interests and needs, but often interests and 

s too.  The need for information, for example, isn’t 

likely to be related to any part of sentencing but may be an important interest.   

It’s hard to predict what might be identified because systemically, we have never 

not advocacy on behalf of the offender – is 

It may be difficult to step out of the familiar advocacy role.  But the very act of not 

having an agenda creates the greatest possibility of something positive happening 
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8. Providing information in response to the survivors’ interests/

maximum extent possible, is the core process.  This is possible in every case.

- The needs of victim survivors within the criminal justice process are similar 

regardless of the crime, charges filed or range of penalty.  The defense can and 

should learn of those needs and attempt to respond appropriately in every case.

9. Treating survivors with respect in every aspect of the case is essential.  It is part of 

the obligation of putting right.

 

 10. Accountability and putting right can be addressed 

interests and needs of survivors through specific provisions of the plea agreement.

- More than 90% of criminal cases are resolved through a plea agreement.  DIVO 

creates a mechanism by which victim survivor interests and needs can be met by 

the defense through elements of a plea agreement.   Although there is nothing to 

prevent the state f

1) that the interests and needs are even known to the state, and 2) the same 

commitment to “putting right” coming from the state as from a defense

process.   

 

 Ethics 
 

 1. Develop the 

specialist (VOS).

- (Discuss qualifications for VOS in your area 

- In the adversarial process, going directly to the victim survivor increases the 

chances of frightenin

totally focused on the victim survivor rather than on advocating for the defendant.  

Making outreach as an advocate for the defense versus wanting only to know 

interests and needs, will likely thw

2. The VOS must be an independent expert retained by the defense, not a member of 

the defense team.

- Consistent with the ethics of many professions, DIVO seeks to avoid the 

complications that arise from dual roles or re

counsel as well as the victim survivor.  The VOS cannot also serve another defense 

function and maintain the level of neutrality and victim focus the position requires.  

Similarly, the VOS’s neutral position is undermin

knowledge about the defendant or the defense’s strategy via other roles, but 

cannot share that with the victim survivor without undermining the work of the 

defense.  DIVO work must be done by someone whose sole focus and ag

help the victim survivor identify needs that might be met by the defense, 

communicate those needs to the defense, and assist, as necessary, with helping the 

defense formulate a response.  

3. The VOS is to develop a relationship with survivors and 

and defendant into that relationship.

- The job of the VOS is to create a bridge between the defense and the victim 

survivor.  Their job is not to provide advocacy in the traditional understanding of 

that role as it is the defense’s

to make it possible for communication to take place between the two parties.  

 

  

Providing information in response to the survivors’ interests/requests, to the 

maximum extent possible, is the core process.  This is possible in every case.

The needs of victim survivors within the criminal justice process are similar 

regardless of the crime, charges filed or range of penalty.  The defense can and 

hould learn of those needs and attempt to respond appropriately in every case.

Treating survivors with respect in every aspect of the case is essential.  It is part of 

the obligation of putting right. 

Accountability and putting right can be addressed in pleas, taking into account the 

interests and needs of survivors through specific provisions of the plea agreement.

More than 90% of criminal cases are resolved through a plea agreement.  DIVO 

creates a mechanism by which victim survivor interests and needs can be met by 

the defense through elements of a plea agreement.   Although there is nothing to 

prevent the state from bringing the interests and needs to the table, this assumes 

1) that the interests and needs are even known to the state, and 2) the same 

commitment to “putting right” coming from the state as from a defense

process.    

Develop the relationship with survivors through an expert, victim outreach 

specialist (VOS). 

(Discuss qualifications for VOS in your area – training, education, etc.)

In the adversarial process, going directly to the victim survivor increases the 

chances of frightening or angering them.  Whoever reaches out must be able to be 

totally focused on the victim survivor rather than on advocating for the defendant.  

Making outreach as an advocate for the defense versus wanting only to know 

interests and needs, will likely thwart any possibility of a relationship.  

The VOS must be an independent expert retained by the defense, not a member of 

the defense team. 

Consistent with the ethics of many professions, DIVO seeks to avoid the 

complications that arise from dual roles or relationships both in terms of defense 

counsel as well as the victim survivor.  The VOS cannot also serve another defense 

function and maintain the level of neutrality and victim focus the position requires.  

Similarly, the VOS’s neutral position is undermined when the VOS has confidential 

knowledge about the defendant or the defense’s strategy via other roles, but 

cannot share that with the victim survivor without undermining the work of the 

defense.  DIVO work must be done by someone whose sole focus and ag

help the victim survivor identify needs that might be met by the defense, 

communicate those needs to the defense, and assist, as necessary, with helping the 

defense formulate a response.   

The VOS is to develop a relationship with survivors and to bring the defense team 

and defendant into that relationship. 

The job of the VOS is to create a bridge between the defense and the victim 

survivor.  Their job is not to provide advocacy in the traditional understanding of 

that role as it is the defense’s job to address interests and needs.    The VOS seeks 

to make it possible for communication to take place between the two parties.  

requests, to the 

maximum extent possible, is the core process.  This is possible in every case. 

The needs of victim survivors within the criminal justice process are similar 

regardless of the crime, charges filed or range of penalty.  The defense can and 

hould learn of those needs and attempt to respond appropriately in every case. 

Treating survivors with respect in every aspect of the case is essential.  It is part of 

in pleas, taking into account the 

interests and needs of survivors through specific provisions of the plea agreement. 

More than 90% of criminal cases are resolved through a plea agreement.  DIVO 

creates a mechanism by which victim survivor interests and needs can be met by 

the defense through elements of a plea agreement.   Although there is nothing to 

rom bringing the interests and needs to the table, this assumes 

1) that the interests and needs are even known to the state, and 2) the same 

commitment to “putting right” coming from the state as from a defense-based 

relationship with survivors through an expert, victim outreach 

training, education, etc.) 

In the adversarial process, going directly to the victim survivor increases the 

g or angering them.  Whoever reaches out must be able to be 

totally focused on the victim survivor rather than on advocating for the defendant.  

Making outreach as an advocate for the defense versus wanting only to know 

art any possibility of a relationship.   

The VOS must be an independent expert retained by the defense, not a member of 

Consistent with the ethics of many professions, DIVO seeks to avoid the 

lationships both in terms of defense 

counsel as well as the victim survivor.  The VOS cannot also serve another defense 

function and maintain the level of neutrality and victim focus the position requires.  

ed when the VOS has confidential 

knowledge about the defendant or the defense’s strategy via other roles, but 

cannot share that with the victim survivor without undermining the work of the 

defense.  DIVO work must be done by someone whose sole focus and agenda is to 

help the victim survivor identify needs that might be met by the defense, 

communicate those needs to the defense, and assist, as necessary, with helping the 

to bring the defense team 

The job of the VOS is to create a bridge between the defense and the victim 

survivor.  Their job is not to provide advocacy in the traditional understanding of 

job to address interests and needs.    The VOS seeks 

to make it possible for communication to take place between the two parties.   
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 4. The VOS must b

is to learn from the survivors and 

to the survivors.  VOS cannot advocate with survivors on behalf of the defense.

- The only agenda is to learn from the survivors and to help the defense team and by 

proxy the defendant respond to the survivors. 

survivors on behalf of the defense nor is there any expectation that the victim 

survivor will meet defense needs and interests.   Communication, therefore, is 

“one-way” in the sense that the VOS does not bring messages to the 

from the defense except as a response to something the victim survivor has 

specifically requested.

5. Detail the parameters of the relationship between defense team and VOS.

- Both the defense and the VOS must be clear as to the parameters of th

that those parameters will be honored.  Since the VOS’ work differs from that of 

other experts that may be hired, the defense must be confident in the process and 

be able to trust the VOS.  Similarly, the VOS must be able to trust that the defen

will maintain DIVO principles.  

 

 6.  Defense team and VOS must have frequent and regular communication.

 -    There must be regular communication but on the terms that are respectful of the 

victim survivor.  While the VOS will not report back details as to the 

communications, the VOS will acknowledge that communications have been made 

even if the victim surv

maintain contact with the defense even if it’s to report that there’s nothing new 

relative to the victim survivor.  These expectations and preferences are usually 

spelled out in the MOU.

7.  The defense team must respect the VOS’s relationship with survivors.

- The relationship is one that the defense will be invited into when the time is right.  

Remember that without defense outreach there is no possibility of a relationship so 

DIVO only increase

8.    The defense team must trust that information communicated by survivors to VOS 

will be passed to the defense when the time is right.

- Defense attorneys are understandably interested in learning

might be germane to their client’s defense, which is another reason that allowing 

the VOS to operate confidentially can be a challenge.  However, it’s important to 

note that the likelihood of the victim survivor having knowledge or inf

significant to the case that will not be discovered some other way, is very small.  

Secondly, information that might be truly relevant that would not otherwise be 

accessible except through the victim survivor, would not be available to the 

defense

possibility of communication can be developed.  

 

  

The VOS must be, and be allowed to be, victim survivor-centered.  The only agenda 

is to learn from the survivors and to help the defense team and defendant respond 

to the survivors.  VOS cannot advocate with survivors on behalf of the defense.

The only agenda is to learn from the survivors and to help the defense team and by 

proxy the defendant respond to the survivors.  The VOS cannot advocate with 

survivors on behalf of the defense nor is there any expectation that the victim 

survivor will meet defense needs and interests.   Communication, therefore, is 

way” in the sense that the VOS does not bring messages to the 

from the defense except as a response to something the victim survivor has 

specifically requested. 

Detail the parameters of the relationship between defense team and VOS.

Both the defense and the VOS must be clear as to the parameters of th

that those parameters will be honored.  Since the VOS’ work differs from that of 

other experts that may be hired, the defense must be confident in the process and 

be able to trust the VOS.  Similarly, the VOS must be able to trust that the defen

will maintain DIVO principles.   

Defense team and VOS must have frequent and regular communication.

There must be regular communication but on the terms that are respectful of the 

victim survivor.  While the VOS will not report back details as to the 

communications, the VOS will acknowledge that communications have been made 

even if the victim survivor has not made any requests.  The VOS is also expected to 

maintain contact with the defense even if it’s to report that there’s nothing new 

relative to the victim survivor.  These expectations and preferences are usually 

spelled out in the MOU. 

defense team must respect the VOS’s relationship with survivors.

The relationship is one that the defense will be invited into when the time is right.  

Remember that without defense outreach there is no possibility of a relationship so 

DIVO only increases possibilities.  It does not impede them.  The defense 

The defense team must trust that information communicated by survivors to VOS 

will be passed to the defense when the time is right. 

Defense attorneys are understandably interested in learning about anything that 

might be germane to their client’s defense, which is another reason that allowing 

the VOS to operate confidentially can be a challenge.  However, it’s important to 

note that the likelihood of the victim survivor having knowledge or inf

significant to the case that will not be discovered some other way, is very small.  

Secondly, information that might be truly relevant that would not otherwise be 

accessible except through the victim survivor, would not be available to the 

defense anyway.  Nothing is lost and through a relationship built on integrity the 

possibility of communication can be developed.   

centered.  The only agenda 

to help the defense team and defendant respond 

to the survivors.  VOS cannot advocate with survivors on behalf of the defense. 

The only agenda is to learn from the survivors and to help the defense team and by 

The VOS cannot advocate with 

survivors on behalf of the defense nor is there any expectation that the victim 

survivor will meet defense needs and interests.   Communication, therefore, is 

way” in the sense that the VOS does not bring messages to the victim survivor 

from the defense except as a response to something the victim survivor has 

Detail the parameters of the relationship between defense team and VOS. 

Both the defense and the VOS must be clear as to the parameters of the work and 

that those parameters will be honored.  Since the VOS’ work differs from that of 

other experts that may be hired, the defense must be confident in the process and 

be able to trust the VOS.  Similarly, the VOS must be able to trust that the defense 

Defense team and VOS must have frequent and regular communication. 

There must be regular communication but on the terms that are respectful of the 

victim survivor.  While the VOS will not report back details as to the 

communications, the VOS will acknowledge that communications have been made 

ivor has not made any requests.  The VOS is also expected to 

maintain contact with the defense even if it’s to report that there’s nothing new 

relative to the victim survivor.  These expectations and preferences are usually 

defense team must respect the VOS’s relationship with survivors. 

The relationship is one that the defense will be invited into when the time is right.  

Remember that without defense outreach there is no possibility of a relationship so 

s possibilities.  It does not impede them.  The defense  

The defense team must trust that information communicated by survivors to VOS 

about anything that 

might be germane to their client’s defense, which is another reason that allowing 

the VOS to operate confidentially can be a challenge.  However, it’s important to 

note that the likelihood of the victim survivor having knowledge or information 

significant to the case that will not be discovered some other way, is very small.  

Secondly, information that might be truly relevant that would not otherwise be 

accessible except through the victim survivor, would not be available to the 

anyway.  Nothing is lost and through a relationship built on integrity the 
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 9.  The defense team must respond to survivors’ questions.

- In committing to DIVO, the defense also commits to responding to every request 

from the victim survivor 

defense will not carefully consider their response within the context of their 

primary obligat

given.  Even if the defense cannot respond to the degree that fully meets the victim 

survivor’s needs, there will be an explanation as to why and possibly details as to 

circumstances in wh

10. The defense team and the VOS must work creatively and compassionately to meet 

survivors’ concerns and interests.

- The key here is the defense’s willingness to set aside their conditioning to withhold 

information i

although careful deliberation does not always result in acquiescence, experience 

has shown that the needs of victim survivors are often things that can be addressed 

with little or no impa

11. Zealous advocacy by the defense calls for victim outreach and is not compromised 

by victim outreach.

-       DIVO does not impede zealous advocacy for the client and while it does not address 

the “how,” ABA Guidelines in Capit

victim outreach.  (Next slide)

 

 ABA Guidelines 

 

- Practical reasons for addressing this include the fact that victim survivors are 

involved.  

 

 ABA Guidelines 

 

- Most states give victims statutory 

what point that happens and in what manner varies by state, but at least 22 states 

obligate the prosecutor to gain the victim survivor’s view concerning a proposed 

plea.  (May provide more information relev

 

 ABA Guidelines 

 

- Further direction as it relates to concerns of victim survivors.

 

 The paradox at the core of DIVO

 

- Two ways to put it

o 

o 

 

 Practices 
 

9.  The defense team must respond to survivors’ questions. 

In committing to DIVO, the defense also commits to responding to every request 

from the victim survivor in some fashion.  That does not mean, of course, that the 

defense will not carefully consider their response within the context of their 

primary obligation to their client.  It may be that only a partial response can be 

given.  Even if the defense cannot respond to the degree that fully meets the victim 

survivor’s needs, there will be an explanation as to why and possibly details as to 

circumstances in which a fuller response could be given. 

The defense team and the VOS must work creatively and compassionately to meet 

survivors’ concerns and interests. 

The key here is the defense’s willingness to set aside their conditioning to withhold 

information in order to give consideration to the victim survivor’s request.  And 

although careful deliberation does not always result in acquiescence, experience 

has shown that the needs of victim survivors are often things that can be addressed 

with little or no impact on defense strategy.   

11. Zealous advocacy by the defense calls for victim outreach and is not compromised 

by victim outreach. 

DIVO does not impede zealous advocacy for the client and while it does not address 

the “how,” ABA Guidelines in Capital Cases acknowledge the importance of               

victim outreach.  (Next slide) 

 

Practical reasons for addressing this include the fact that victim survivors are 

involved.   

 

Most states give victims statutory rights related to input into plea agreements.  At 

what point that happens and in what manner varies by state, but at least 22 states 

obligate the prosecutor to gain the victim survivor’s view concerning a proposed 

plea.  (May provide more information relevant to your training area)

 

Further direction as it relates to concerns of victim survivors. 

The paradox at the core of DIVO 

Two ways to put it 

 The defense gains tangible benefits for the client only if the defense team 

works with integrity within the relationship it has with survivors, not if it 

seeks benefits for the clients from the survivors. 

 The defense has the best chance of gaining what it wants for its client by 

not seeking it. 

In committing to DIVO, the defense also commits to responding to every request 

That does not mean, of course, that the 

defense will not carefully consider their response within the context of their 

ion to their client.  It may be that only a partial response can be 

given.  Even if the defense cannot respond to the degree that fully meets the victim 

survivor’s needs, there will be an explanation as to why and possibly details as to 

The defense team and the VOS must work creatively and compassionately to meet 

The key here is the defense’s willingness to set aside their conditioning to withhold 

n order to give consideration to the victim survivor’s request.  And 

although careful deliberation does not always result in acquiescence, experience 

has shown that the needs of victim survivors are often things that can be addressed 

11. Zealous advocacy by the defense calls for victim outreach and is not compromised 

DIVO does not impede zealous advocacy for the client and while it does not address 

al Cases acknowledge the importance of               

Practical reasons for addressing this include the fact that victim survivors are 

rights related to input into plea agreements.  At 

what point that happens and in what manner varies by state, but at least 22 states 

obligate the prosecutor to gain the victim survivor’s view concerning a proposed 

ant to your training area) 

The defense gains tangible benefits for the client only if the defense team 

integrity within the relationship it has with survivors, not if it 

The defense has the best chance of gaining what it wants for its client by 
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 Practices 

This slide will ne

- Who are the VOS?

- Where is DIVO housed?

- Who are the key stakeholders and how have they influenced local practices?

- What checks and balances are in place?

 
 This slide may also need to be individualized for 

- Request is made

o 
- Initial information gathered

o 

- How is a VOS assigned?

- How is funding usually obtained in your practice area?  

o 
- Face to face meeting to formalize agreement and strategies

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

 

This slide will need to be individualized for your practice area 

Who are the VOS? 

Where is DIVO housed? 

Who are the key stakeholders and how have they influenced local practices?

What checks and balances are in place? 

This slide may also need to be individualized for your practice area 

Request is made 

 How does someone go about finding a DIVO practitioner?

Initial information gathered 

 What kinds of information is initially sought? 

� Circumstances of the crime – when and where did it happen, who 

was killed, who survived, who witnessed, what precipitated the 

crime 

� Information about the victim survivors – what is known about the 

victim survivors, i.e., relationship to the victim, age, race, 

socioeconomic status, education level, where they live now, 

primary language 

� Where the case is in the criminal justice process and the 

anticipated time-line 

How is a VOS assigned? 

How is funding usually obtained in your practice area?   

 Share funding motion template 

Face to face meeting to formalize agreement and strategies 

 To gauge compatibility and build trust 

The VOS operates independently of the defense attorney in ways 

somewhat different from other experts and consultants that may be hired.  

That the VOS may be talking with and even meeting with the victim 

survivor, yet not reporting back the substance of those contacts, requires a 

significant level of trust in both the VOS and the DIVO process.  A face

face meeting that allows all parties to become acquainted helps to develop 

the requisite trust.  Similarly the VOS must trust that the defense attorney 

is entering into the DIVO process with integrity and an accurate 

understanding of the process. 

 To review and secure the memorandum of understanding

 Generally the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is reviewed and 

signed at this meeting although some practitioners may prefer to wait 

until funding is secured before executing the MOU.  If funding has not yet 

been secured and the MOU is signed, it’s with the understanding that 

work will not commence until the court has approved funding.  The

 To reiterate expectations 

Reviewing the MOU also helps to reiterate expectations and activities of 

both parties.  The MOU is a flexible document that can be adapted as 

needed. 

 To remind the defense attorney that the VOS will be mentored throughout 

the process or other ways in which checks and balances have been built in

Describe how this works in your practice area. 

 To begin the process of engagement with the victim survivor once funding 

has been secured 

The VOS will begin collection additional information necessary to facilitate 

outreach to the victim survivor. 

Who are the key stakeholders and how have they influenced local practices? 

How does someone go about finding a DIVO practitioner? 

when and where did it happen, who 

who witnessed, what precipitated the 

what is known about the 

victim survivors, i.e., relationship to the victim, age, race, 

socioeconomic status, education level, where they live now, 

e case is in the criminal justice process and the 

The VOS operates independently of the defense attorney in ways 

somewhat different from other experts and consultants that may be hired.  

That the VOS may be talking with and even meeting with the victim 

ack the substance of those contacts, requires a 

significant level of trust in both the VOS and the DIVO process.  A face-to-

face meeting that allows all parties to become acquainted helps to develop 

he defense attorney 

is entering into the DIVO process with integrity and an accurate 

To review and secure the memorandum of understanding 

Generally the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is reviewed and 

although some practitioners may prefer to wait 

until funding is secured before executing the MOU.  If funding has not yet 

been secured and the MOU is signed, it’s with the understanding that 

work will not commence until the court has approved funding.  The 

Reviewing the MOU also helps to reiterate expectations and activities of 

both parties.  The MOU is a flexible document that can be adapted as 

To remind the defense attorney that the VOS will be mentored throughout 

cess or other ways in which checks and balances have been built in 

To begin the process of engagement with the victim survivor once funding 

necessary to facilitate 
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 This slide may also need to be individualized for your practice area

 

- Initial letter sent by defense

This letter is usually crafted by the VOS.

- Initial letter sent by VOS

- Phone call by VOS

- In-person meeting

- Requests conveyed to defense

 

 - Other important practices include:

o 

o 

o 

 

 Utilizing DIVO in Defense Litigation
Note that this section focuses on capital cases but the principles are the same for all types of 

cases. 

 

  

This slide may also need to be individualized for your practice area 

Initial letter sent by defense 

This letter is usually crafted by the VOS. 

Initial letter sent by VOS 

Phone call by VOS 

person meeting 

Requests conveyed to defense 

Other important practices include: 

 DIVO is confidential 

All communications between the VOS and the victim survivor are 

completely confidential.  This is a tool that allows the VOS to enter into a 

relationship with the victim survivors.  Even if the VOS learns something 

that is potentially useful to the defense, that communication is not shared.  

The only exceptions are those things that the victim survivor specifically 

authorizes the VOS to pass along to the defense.  By engaging in DIVO the 

defense attorney agrees not to use the VOS to gain “impressions” of the

victim survivor, to pass along messages, or to explore possible concessions 

to the defendant.  Neither the VOS nor their records may be subpoenaed 

by the defense.   

 Victim-centered 

By allowing the victim survivor to drive the process, it is their agenda a

not the defense attorney’s that remains core.   

 Transparent 

DIVO is intended to reduce the tension that arises out of the adversarial 

process and focus on interests and needs that likely will go unaddressed.  

The nature of an adversarial process calls for obfuscation versus 

revelation,, denial of harm versus addressing harm, defiance versus 

remorse, exclusion versus participation, and  control versus collaboration.  

DIVO makes every effort to model a transparent, collaborative process 

that focuses on interests rather than positions. 

Utilizing DIVO in Defense Litigation 
Note that this section focuses on capital cases but the principles are the same for all types of 

All communications between the VOS and the victim survivor are 

completely confidential.  This is a tool that allows the VOS to enter into a 

relationship with the victim survivors.  Even if the VOS learns something 

that communication is not shared.  

The only exceptions are those things that the victim survivor specifically 

authorizes the VOS to pass along to the defense.  By engaging in DIVO the 

defense attorney agrees not to use the VOS to gain “impressions” of the 

victim survivor, to pass along messages, or to explore possible concessions 

to the defendant.  Neither the VOS nor their records may be subpoenaed 

By allowing the victim survivor to drive the process, it is their agenda and 

DIVO is intended to reduce the tension that arises out of the adversarial 

process and focus on interests and needs that likely will go unaddressed.  

or obfuscation versus 

revelation,, denial of harm versus addressing harm, defiance versus 

remorse, exclusion versus participation, and  control versus collaboration.  

DIVO makes every effort to model a transparent, collaborative process 

Note that this section focuses on capital cases but the principles are the same for all types of 
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 1. Giving survivors options to meet their needs increases the possibility of a

sentence for our clients.

- If all the victim survivor has is a relationship with the prosecutor, generally it’s a 

zero-sum game, the focus is on getting the most of what’s at stake.  But if the 

victim survivor also has a relationship with the defense,

other possibilities begins to open up.

- In the case of 

park ranger, Joie Armstrong.   Defense

and Joie’s mother responde

2. Survivors often become a force for settlement rather than a force for deat

- In this case the defendant was able to talk with the press from his jail cell.  Efforts 

by the defense to get the judge to put a stop to it were denied by the court.  These 

radio shows were providing quite a forum for the defendant that was extremely 

distressful to the family.   Although the government was seeking death in this case, 

the family was willing to consider a settlement if certain conditions could be 

included.  Tha

more importantly, the defendant, were able to consider them in a little bit different 

light than they likely would have if the stipulations had come from the government.  

The family wanted:

- The conditions were accepted.

3. If the case goes to trial, victim impact evidence takes on a different character.

- During victim impact testimony the defense does not have to sit and wish it would 

just end. 

recovery.  The defense can be a part of helping people tell their whole stories, not 

just the parts pertaining to grief and loss.

 
 4. Life, rather than death, becomes a broad dynamic in a 

than retribution, motivates decision

- The defense is able to welcome and honor the entire victim survivor story.  The jury 

is asked to consider it all so the defense cannot fail to do so as well.

 

 Quote from coverage of 

 

 Quote from coverage of 

 

- Again, life, rather than death, becomes a dynamic.

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Giving survivors options to meet their needs increases the possibility of a

sentence for our clients. 

If all the victim survivor has is a relationship with the prosecutor, generally it’s a 

sum game, the focus is on getting the most of what’s at stake.  But if the 

victim survivor also has a relationship with the defense, the avenue for all kinds of 

other possibilities begins to open up. 

In the case of US vs. Cary Stayner, Stayner was charged in the death of Yosemite 

park ranger, Joie Armstrong.   Defense-based services were offered to the family 

and Joie’s mother responded. 

Survivors often become a force for settlement rather than a force for deat

In this case the defendant was able to talk with the press from his jail cell.  Efforts 

by the defense to get the judge to put a stop to it were denied by the court.  These 

radio shows were providing quite a forum for the defendant that was extremely 

distressful to the family.   Although the government was seeking death in this case, 

the family was willing to consider a settlement if certain conditions could be 

included.  That those conditions were communicated via the VOS, the defense, and 

more importantly, the defendant, were able to consider them in a little bit different 

light than they likely would have if the stipulations had come from the government.  

The family wanted: 

o That Stayner not speak with the press without their permission.

o That any money made by him as a result of the crime would go to a 

foundation created in Joie’s name. 

o That Stayner would agree to meet with any member of the Armstrong 

family at any point in the future should any of them wish to meet with 

him. 

The conditions were accepted. 

If the case goes to trial, victim impact evidence takes on a different character.

During victim impact testimony the defense does not have to sit and wish it would 

just end.  The defense knows the story and knows the story of healing and 

recovery.  The defense can be a part of helping people tell their whole stories, not 

just the parts pertaining to grief and loss. 

Life, rather than death, becomes a broad dynamic in a case.  Humaneness, rather 

than retribution, motivates decision-making. 

The defense is able to welcome and honor the entire victim survivor story.  The jury 

is asked to consider it all so the defense cannot fail to do so as well.

Quote from coverage of US vs. Stayner 

Quote from coverage of US vs. Stayner 

Again, life, rather than death, becomes a dynamic. 

Giving survivors options to meet their needs increases the possibility of a life 

If all the victim survivor has is a relationship with the prosecutor, generally it’s a 

sum game, the focus is on getting the most of what’s at stake.  But if the 

the avenue for all kinds of 

, Stayner was charged in the death of Yosemite 

based services were offered to the family 

Survivors often become a force for settlement rather than a force for death. 

In this case the defendant was able to talk with the press from his jail cell.  Efforts 

by the defense to get the judge to put a stop to it were denied by the court.  These 

radio shows were providing quite a forum for the defendant that was extremely 

distressful to the family.   Although the government was seeking death in this case, 

the family was willing to consider a settlement if certain conditions could be 

t those conditions were communicated via the VOS, the defense, and 

more importantly, the defendant, were able to consider them in a little bit different 

light than they likely would have if the stipulations had come from the government.  

That Stayner not speak with the press without their permission. 

That any money made by him as a result of the crime would go to a 

That Stayner would agree to meet with any member of the Armstrong 

he future should any of them wish to meet with 

If the case goes to trial, victim impact evidence takes on a different character. 

During victim impact testimony the defense does not have to sit and wish it would 

The defense knows the story and knows the story of healing and 

recovery.  The defense can be a part of helping people tell their whole stories, not 

case.  Humaneness, rather 

The defense is able to welcome and honor the entire victim survivor story.  The jury 

is asked to consider it all so the defense cannot fail to do so as well. 
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60 min – Victim Survivor Presentation or Panel
 
 
60 min – Homicide Survivor Trauma
 
 
60 min – DIVO as a Defense Response to Trauma
 

  

 DIVO provides a means for victim survivors to have access

- All states provide for statutory, constitutional, or both, recognition that victims of 

crime are to be treated with respect and allowed to participate in the criminal

justice process.  Those provisions do not disqualify any part of the criminal justice 

system from meeting the expectations engendered by those provisions.

DIVO concentrates on victim survivors and their needs, particularly those needs that can be 

addressed through a

- Victim survivors often have needs that the defense is in the best position, or may 

be in the only position, to address.

 
 The PIN Pyramid comes from conflict theory but provides a useful model for understanding 

how DIVO can work

 

- Conflict theory suggests that most conflicts are kept at (and resolved to the degree 

possible) at the 

some issue and one of the parties is going to prevail.  Success at the positions level 

is getting the most of what’s at stake: the most restitution, conviction of the most 

serious charges, the greate

the more one party gets the more the other party gives up.   

- Interests

They are what are 

what happened was wrong and that their losses matter.  It may be having their 

questions answered and their crime

something about the defendant and his or her family.  It may be ret

or having access to crime scene photos.  For some its criminal charges that reflect 

what actually happened, a punishment that makes sense, and an opportunity for 

wrongdoer to redeem him or herself.  Some victim survivors may want an apology

or for their deceased loved one to be called by their proper name.  Interests can be 

that the prosecutor returns their phone calls and that the defense attorney stops 

ignoring them in the hallway outside the courtroom.

- Needs are the most fundamental 

For many victim survivors needs include things like respect, cessation of fear, belief 

in a just world, the ability to trust, vindication, and control.  

- Part of the process of DIVO is inviting victim survivors to

important to them.  This is not a process that is familiar to most of us and the 

criminal justice system is designed to keep everyone at the positions level where it 

operates most efficiently.   It may take time for a victim survivor to 

identify those things that are most important.

 

  

Victim Survivor Presentation or Panel 

Homicide Survivor Trauma 

as a Defense Response to Trauma 

DIVO provides a means for victim survivors to have access to the defense if they want it

All states provide for statutory, constitutional, or both, recognition that victims of 

crime are to be treated with respect and allowed to participate in the criminal

justice process.  Those provisions do not disqualify any part of the criminal justice 

system from meeting the expectations engendered by those provisions.

DIVO concentrates on victim survivors and their needs, particularly those needs that can be 

d through a relationship with the defense 

Victim survivors often have needs that the defense is in the best position, or may 

be in the only position, to address. 

The PIN Pyramid comes from conflict theory but provides a useful model for understanding 

ow DIVO can work 

Conflict theory suggests that most conflicts are kept at (and resolved to the degree 

possible) at the positions level.  Two or more parties have different positions on 

some issue and one of the parties is going to prevail.  Success at the positions level 

is getting the most of what’s at stake: the most restitution, conviction of the most 

serious charges, the greatest penalty.  The positions level is also a zero

the more one party gets the more the other party gives up.    

Interests are those things that positions generally represent but are not articulated.  

They are what are really wanted.  For many victim survivors that’s affirmation that 

what happened was wrong and that their losses matter.  It may be having their 

questions answered and their crime-related bills paid.  It may be learning 

something about the defendant and his or her family.  It may be ret

or having access to crime scene photos.  For some its criminal charges that reflect 

what actually happened, a punishment that makes sense, and an opportunity for 

wrongdoer to redeem him or herself.  Some victim survivors may want an apology

or for their deceased loved one to be called by their proper name.  Interests can be 

that the prosecutor returns their phone calls and that the defense attorney stops 

ignoring them in the hallway outside the courtroom. 
are the most fundamental – they are what the victim survivor 

For many victim survivors needs include things like respect, cessation of fear, belief 

in a just world, the ability to trust, vindication, and control.   

Part of the process of DIVO is inviting victim survivors to reflect on what’s 

important to them.  This is not a process that is familiar to most of us and the 

criminal justice system is designed to keep everyone at the positions level where it 

operates most efficiently.   It may take time for a victim survivor to 

identify those things that are most important. 

to the defense if they want it 

All states provide for statutory, constitutional, or both, recognition that victims of 

crime are to be treated with respect and allowed to participate in the criminal 

justice process.  Those provisions do not disqualify any part of the criminal justice 

system from meeting the expectations engendered by those provisions. 

DIVO concentrates on victim survivors and their needs, particularly those needs that can be 

Victim survivors often have needs that the defense is in the best position, or may 

The PIN Pyramid comes from conflict theory but provides a useful model for understanding 

Conflict theory suggests that most conflicts are kept at (and resolved to the degree 

level.  Two or more parties have different positions on 

some issue and one of the parties is going to prevail.  Success at the positions level 

is getting the most of what’s at stake: the most restitution, conviction of the most 

st penalty.  The positions level is also a zero-sum game: 

are those things that positions generally represent but are not articulated.  

m survivors that’s affirmation that 

what happened was wrong and that their losses matter.  It may be having their 

related bills paid.  It may be learning 

something about the defendant and his or her family.  It may be return of property 

or having access to crime scene photos.  For some its criminal charges that reflect 

what actually happened, a punishment that makes sense, and an opportunity for 

wrongdoer to redeem him or herself.  Some victim survivors may want an apology 

or for their deceased loved one to be called by their proper name.  Interests can be 

that the prosecutor returns their phone calls and that the defense attorney stops 

y are what the victim survivor must have.  

For many victim survivors needs include things like respect, cessation of fear, belief 

reflect on what’s 

important to them.  This is not a process that is familiar to most of us and the 

criminal justice system is designed to keep everyone at the positions level where it 

operates most efficiently.   It may take time for a victim survivor to be able to 
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 Interests voiced by Victims

 

- These are just some examples of the kinds of things victim survivors have wanted.  

- Look at the first one 

defense might be able to respond to that need?  (Open for discussion)

o 

o 
o 
o 

 

 Interest sometimes voiced by victim

 

- Keep in mind that few victims are going to pipe up and say they want to have a 

relationship with the defense.  It’s simply never been considered before and is 

outside what many can even imagine.  But when asked, victim survivors do often 

indicate that some

the possibility is presented to them, are open to the idea.  

 

 Needs voiced by victims

 

- There is an assumption by many victim survivors that the criminal justice process 

will meet these ne

arguably, is designed in a way not to meet these needs.  

- The nature of an adversarial process calls for obfuscation versus revelation, denial 

of harm versus addressing harm, defiance versus remo

participation, and  control versus collaboration.  

- DIVO offers a parallel path for addressing these needs.

 

 Why is DIVO needed?

 

- These characteristics of the criminal justice system help illustrate ways in which the 

interests and 

o 
o 
o 

 

 The legal system

conflict 

 

- The notion of “conflict” is dramatically illustrated by this diagram of a typical 

courtroom.  The government sits on one side, the accused on the other, and no one 

crosses that line.  Everyone else, including the victim survivor, watches from place 

behind 

 

  

Interests voiced by Victims 

These are just some examples of the kinds of things victim survivors have wanted.  

Look at the first one – “pay tribute to a loved one” – what are some ways the 

defense might be able to respond to that need?  (Open for discussion)

 Require something of the defendant such as proceeds going to a 

foundation such as in the Stayner case 

 How the person is referenced during court proceeding 

 Encouraging  victim impact testimony 

 Arranging a time to meet with victim survivors to listen non

their pain 

Interest sometimes voiced by victim 

Keep in mind that few victims are going to pipe up and say they want to have a 

relationship with the defense.  It’s simply never been considered before and is 

outside what many can even imagine.  But when asked, victim survivors do often 

indicate that some of what they need falls under the purview of the defense and if 

the possibility is presented to them, are open to the idea.   

Needs voiced by victims 

There is an assumption by many victim survivors that the criminal justice process 

will meet these needs.  Unfortunately, the system does not usually succeed and 

arguably, is designed in a way not to meet these needs.   

The nature of an adversarial process calls for obfuscation versus revelation, denial 

of harm versus addressing harm, defiance versus remorse, exclusion versus 

participation, and  control versus collaboration.   

DIVO offers a parallel path for addressing these needs. 

Why is DIVO needed? 

These characteristics of the criminal justice system help illustrate ways in which the 

interests and needs of the victim survivor may not be addressed.

 They are not a party to the process 

 Justice is defined as an application of a process, not an inquiry of people

 The adversarial process is a zero-sum game and discourages collaboration

The legal system assumes that the best way to achieve “justice” is through a 

The notion of “conflict” is dramatically illustrated by this diagram of a typical 

courtroom.  The government sits on one side, the accused on the other, and no one 

crosses that line.  Everyone else, including the victim survivor, watches from place 

behind the primary parties.   

These are just some examples of the kinds of things victim survivors have wanted.   

what are some ways the 

defense might be able to respond to that need?  (Open for discussion) 

Require something of the defendant such as proceeds going to a 

 

Arranging a time to meet with victim survivors to listen non-defensively to 

Keep in mind that few victims are going to pipe up and say they want to have a 

relationship with the defense.  It’s simply never been considered before and is 

outside what many can even imagine.  But when asked, victim survivors do often 

of what they need falls under the purview of the defense and if 

There is an assumption by many victim survivors that the criminal justice process 

eds.  Unfortunately, the system does not usually succeed and 

The nature of an adversarial process calls for obfuscation versus revelation, denial 

rse, exclusion versus 

These characteristics of the criminal justice system help illustrate ways in which the 

needs of the victim survivor may not be addressed. 

Justice is defined as an application of a process, not an inquiry of people 

sum game and discourages collaboration 

assumes that the best way to achieve “justice” is through a regulated 

The notion of “conflict” is dramatically illustrated by this diagram of a typical 

courtroom.  The government sits on one side, the accused on the other, and no one 

crosses that line.  Everyone else, including the victim survivor, watches from place 
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 Why is DIVO needed?

 

- Experience of the victim/victim survivor

o 
o 
o 

 -  Severity of punishment is a measure of 

At the positions level, options are generally limited to death, incarceration and 

restitution. 

 -  Trauma exacerbated by the process

depersonalizing

now that the more contact a victim has with the system, the more negative the effect.

     - Prolonged and recurring processes delay ‘recovery’

(Next slide) 

 

 The criminal justice system often re

 

In what has become a rather well

“If one set out intentionally to design a system for provoking symptoms of

traumatic stress, it might look very much like a court of law.”

 

 Purpose of DIVO

 

- DIVO offers victims the opportunity to reach a clearer realization of what matters , 

why those goals are important, and how those goals might be attained as part of, 

or in conjunction with, the criminal justice process. 

- DIVO allows for reflection of inter

 

 What does the defense offer through DIVO?

 

- A link to address needs throughout the legal process.

- Recognition of the potential of the adversarial process to further traumatize.

- The use of VOS to bridge the gap and 

and the defense team.

 

These principles are self explanatory

 

 What does the defense offer through DIVO con’t.

 

- Opportunity to interact with 

- Assistance in identifying needs that 

- If appropriate

all parties.

 

These principles are self explanatory

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Why is DIVO needed? 

Experience of the victim/victim survivor is often that of a secondary player.

 As witness 

 Bit player on the sidelines 

 Offender has more rights than victim survivor 

Severity of punishment is a measure of the victim’s worth—pain will pay the debt.

At the positions level, options are generally limited to death, incarceration and 

 

Trauma exacerbated by the process—cj system is overwhelming, frustrating  and 

depersonalizing …and very slow from the victim’s perspective.  Research tells us 

now that the more contact a victim has with the system, the more negative the effect.

Prolonged and recurring processes delay ‘recovery’ 

The criminal justice system often re-traumatizes  victims 

In what has become a rather well-known quote, Dr. Judith Hermann says, 

“If one set out intentionally to design a system for provoking symptoms of

traumatic stress, it might look very much like a court of law.” 

Purpose of DIVO 

DIVO offers victims the opportunity to reach a clearer realization of what matters , 

why those goals are important, and how those goals might be attained as part of, 

or in conjunction with, the criminal justice process.  

DIVO allows for reflection of interests and needs, not just positions.

What does the defense offer through DIVO? 

A link to address needs throughout the legal process. 

Recognition of the potential of the adversarial process to further traumatize.

The use of VOS to bridge the gap and discomfort that usually exists between victims 

and the defense team. 

These principles are self explanatory 

What does the defense offer through DIVO con’t. 

Opportunity to interact with both prosecution & defense. 

Assistance in identifying needs that can be addressed by the defense.

If appropriate, collaborative processes and outcomes that are mutually beneficial to 

all parties. 

These principles are self explanatory 

is often that of a secondary player. 

pain will pay the debt.  

At the positions level, options are generally limited to death, incarceration and 

cj system is overwhelming, frustrating  and 

.  Research tells us 

now that the more contact a victim has with the system, the more negative the effect. 

known quote, Dr. Judith Hermann says,  

“If one set out intentionally to design a system for provoking symptoms of 

DIVO offers victims the opportunity to reach a clearer realization of what matters , 

why those goals are important, and how those goals might be attained as part of, 

ests and needs, not just positions. 

Recognition of the potential of the adversarial process to further traumatize. 

discomfort that usually exists between victims 

can be addressed by the defense. 

, collaborative processes and outcomes that are mutually beneficial to 
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45 min – Getting DIVO Started 
 

 Getting DIVO Started
 

 Judicial Funding 

 

- Right to be treated with “dignity and respect”

Most states have language to this effect either in statute, constitution or both.  The 

implication is that 

and DIVO is a way to assist the de

- Tie it in to victim services that are mandated by law

Every state has a “victim bill of rights” that mandate certain rights and services.  

DIVO can be tied into this legislated mandate for service provision.

- The state has 

The state’s advocate seldom operates outside the state’s agenda.  It is appropriate 

for the defense to have an opportunity to explore with the victim survivor how it 

might assist in meeting needs.  Further, the vi

state. 

- Template funding motion is available

Indicate how participants can obtain a copy of this motion.

- Hofstra article

May want to attach this 2008 Hofstra Law Review article to the funding motion.  

Indicate how they

 
 Judicial Funding 

 

- It’s a minimal amount of money

Especially in capital cases the amount of money necessary to fund DIVO is minimal 

compared to other expenses.  Generally we suggest requesting funding for 20 hours 

and whatever travel is likely.  Very rarely does it require more time than that and if 

the victim survivor isn’t interested, the cost is very small.  Generally we’re talking 

$2,000 

(Do you have VOS who would do the work 

- May be 

There are DIVO proponents who are willing to testify in front of the judge if more 

information is needed to secure funding.  

(If you know who in your area might be available, indicate that)

- Motions should not be filed 

 It’s important that DIVO be as collaborate and transparent as possible and filing 

 the funding motion 

 agenda.   People tend to be more reactive when they are surprised and this helps 

 avoid the surprise factor.

- Keeping the focus on victim needs makes it more difficult for the state to oppose

It is difficult for the state to take a position that the victim survivor should be 

denied an avenue for getting their needs met.  

- The state does not 

 The prosecutor

because they do not have access to the defense.

 

 

Getting DIVO Started 

 

Right to be treated with “dignity and respect” 

Most states have language to this effect either in statute, constitution or both.  The 

implication is that all parties within the criminal justice system have this obligation 

and DIVO is a way to assist the defense in meeting this obligation.

Tie it in to victim services that are mandated by law 

Every state has a “victim bill of rights” that mandate certain rights and services.  

DIVO can be tied into this legislated mandate for service provision.

The state has an advocate, the defense should have a VOS 

The state’s advocate seldom operates outside the state’s agenda.  It is appropriate 

for the defense to have an opportunity to explore with the victim survivor how it 

might assist in meeting needs.  Further, the victim survivor does not “belong” to the 

Template funding motion is available 

Indicate how participants can obtain a copy of this motion. 

Hofstra article 

May want to attach this 2008 Hofstra Law Review article to the funding motion.  

Indicate how they can obtain a copy of the article. 

 

It’s a minimal amount of money 

Especially in capital cases the amount of money necessary to fund DIVO is minimal 

compared to other expenses.  Generally we suggest requesting funding for 20 hours 

whatever travel is likely.  Very rarely does it require more time than that and if 

the victim survivor isn’t interested, the cost is very small.  Generally we’re talking 

$2,000 - $3,000 at the most. 

(Do you have VOS who would do the work pro bono?) 

May be able to provide testimony if needed 

There are DIVO proponents who are willing to testify in front of the judge if more 

information is needed to secure funding.   

(If you know who in your area might be available, indicate that) 

Motions should not be filed ex parte 

It’s important that DIVO be as collaborate and transparent as possible and filing 

the funding motion ex parte tends to support allegations of a more nefarious 

agenda.   People tend to be more reactive when they are surprised and this helps 

d the surprise factor. 

Keeping the focus on victim needs makes it more difficult for the state to oppose

It is difficult for the state to take a position that the victim survivor should be 

denied an avenue for getting their needs met.   

The state does not have access to the defense 

The prosecutor-based victim assistance coordinator cannot do this work, in part               

because they do not have access to the defense. 

Most states have language to this effect either in statute, constitution or both.  The 

parties within the criminal justice system have this obligation 

fense in meeting this obligation. 

Every state has a “victim bill of rights” that mandate certain rights and services.  

DIVO can be tied into this legislated mandate for service provision. 

The state’s advocate seldom operates outside the state’s agenda.  It is appropriate 

for the defense to have an opportunity to explore with the victim survivor how it 

ctim survivor does not “belong” to the 

May want to attach this 2008 Hofstra Law Review article to the funding motion.  

Especially in capital cases the amount of money necessary to fund DIVO is minimal 

compared to other expenses.  Generally we suggest requesting funding for 20 hours 

whatever travel is likely.  Very rarely does it require more time than that and if 

the victim survivor isn’t interested, the cost is very small.  Generally we’re talking 

There are DIVO proponents who are willing to testify in front of the judge if more 

 

It’s important that DIVO be as collaborate and transparent as possible and filing 

tends to support allegations of a more nefarious 

agenda.   People tend to be more reactive when they are surprised and this helps 

Keeping the focus on victim needs makes it more difficult for the state to oppose 

It is difficult for the state to take a position that the victim survivor should be 

based victim assistance coordinator cannot do this work, in part               
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 Pleas 

 

- No expectation of a plea

Again, the defense must enter into DIVO with no expectation of benefit for the 

client.  The agenda is listening, learning and responding.  It’s done because it’s the 

right thing to do.  It’s okay to 

there can be no expectation of benefit.

- Recall the paradox: 

o 

o 

 

 Victim Survivor Interests

 

Some examples of victim survivor interests include:

- Information about the defendant

-  Information about the crime

-  How the victim / survivor family wishes to be acknowledged in court

(Be prepared to give an example of each.  The manual offers some examples if 

trainer does personal experiences.)

Remember: there is a great deal of empowerment to be able to compel the de

to respond to a request.

 

 Victim Survivor Interests

 

More examples of victim survivor interests include:

- Return of non

- Questions about defense strategy

-  Why the need for a trial in the event of a confession

- Elements of a plea 

(Be prepared to give an example of each.  The manual offers some examples if 

trainer does not have 

 

 - Personalize this to your area but considerations may include:

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

 

  

No expectation of a plea 

Again, the defense must enter into DIVO with no expectation of benefit for the 

client.  The agenda is listening, learning and responding.  It’s done because it’s the 

right thing to do.  It’s okay to hope something positive for the client occurs, but 

can be no expectation of benefit. 

Recall the paradox:  

 The defense gains tangible benefits for the client only if the defense team 

works with integrity within the relationship it has with survivors, not if it 

seeks benefits for the clients from the survivors. 

 The defense has the best chance of gaining what it wants for its client by 

not seeking it. 

Victim Survivor Interests 

Some examples of victim survivor interests include: 

Information about the defendant 

Information about the crime 

How the victim / survivor family wishes to be acknowledged in court

(Be prepared to give an example of each.  The manual offers some examples if 

trainer does personal experiences.) 

Remember: there is a great deal of empowerment to be able to compel the de

to respond to a request. 

Victim Survivor Interests 

More examples of victim survivor interests include: 

Return of non-evidentiary property  

Questions about defense strategy 

Why the need for a trial in the event of a confession 

Elements of a plea  

(Be prepared to give an example of each.  The manual offers some examples if 

trainer does not have personal experiences.) 

Personalize this to your area but considerations may include: 

 How it came to be used in the area 

 Where it is housed 

 Who runs it – their backgrounds and training 

 Buy-in from stakeholders 

 How VOS are recruited and trained 

Again, the defense must enter into DIVO with no expectation of benefit for the 

client.  The agenda is listening, learning and responding.  It’s done because it’s the 

something positive for the client occurs, but 

The defense gains tangible benefits for the client only if the defense team 

works with integrity within the relationship it has with survivors, not if it 

The defense has the best chance of gaining what it wants for its client by 

How the victim / survivor family wishes to be acknowledged in court 

(Be prepared to give an example of each.  The manual offers some examples if 

Remember: there is a great deal of empowerment to be able to compel the defense 

(Be prepared to give an example of each.  The manual offers some examples if 
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 - Selection

o 
o 

- Independent 

o 

- MOU 

o 
o 

- Collaboration

o 

o 
o 

- Mentoring

o 

 When the Victim Survivor Declines Services

 

- No means no

The victim survivor is in control of the process including declining services.  No 

other contact is made if services

- Success is in the ask

This is the only aspect of the criminal justice process where the victim survivor has 

control.  Their wishes may be taken into consideration by the state but the state 

has the final say in all matters.  

- Offer is unr

Victim survivor needs change over time and they may change their mind at some 

point in the future.  DIVO and the VOS is available at any point and written 

communication indicates that.  

 

  

Selection 

 Care is given to insure a good “match” to victim survivors

 Want to avoid as many unnecessary obstacles as possible

Independent work 

 Emphasize necessity of independent work 

� it’s the tool that allows for the creation of a relationship

 Codifies the agreement for both the defense and VOS 

 Can be modified for unique circumstances 

Collaboration 

 Contact with prosecutor-based advocate is made 

� Avoids reactivity  

� Victim survivor will likely contact their advocate

� Advocate and VOS may be able to work together

� Models a less adversarial process DIVO seeks to create

 Alerting prosecutor is encouraged 

 Not filing ex parte aids in this 

Mentoring 

 VOS will be mentored (by whom?) 

� Provides support, clarity, advice and resources

 

When the Victim Survivor Declines Services 

No means no 

The victim survivor is in control of the process including declining services.  No 

other contact is made if services are not desired. 

Success is in the ask 

This is the only aspect of the criminal justice process where the victim survivor has 

control.  Their wishes may be taken into consideration by the state but the state 

has the final say in all matters.   

Offer is unrestricted  

Victim survivor needs change over time and they may change their mind at some 

point in the future.  DIVO and the VOS is available at any point and written 

communication indicates that.   

Care is given to insure a good “match” to victim survivors 

Want to avoid as many unnecessary obstacles as possible 

it’s the tool that allows for the creation of a relationship 

 

Victim survivor will likely contact their advocate 

Advocate and VOS may be able to work together 

Models a less adversarial process DIVO seeks to create 

Provides support, clarity, advice and resources 

The victim survivor is in control of the process including declining services.  No 

This is the only aspect of the criminal justice process where the victim survivor has 

control.  Their wishes may be taken into consideration by the state but the state 

Victim survivor needs change over time and they may change their mind at some 

point in the future.  DIVO and the VOS is available at any point and written 
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 Frequently asked questions 

 

- Is DIVO an 

o 

o 

o 

o 
- Why can’t a member of the defense team be use

o 

- When does DIVO happen?

DIVO can be used generally at any point in the process although if very early on 

(especially in homicide 

and if right at the end, viewed as a last minute defense tactic

- Can the VOS testify?

o 

- How do I hire a VOS?

o 
 

 
 
15 min – Closing Remarks 

 
 

  

Frequently asked questions – DIVO 

Is DIVO an anti-death penalty initiative? 

 No, although it’s most commonly used in capital cases as that’s where 

funding is most likely to be approved 

 Recognize that in death penalty cases if there’s any movement, it’s going 

to be, by definition, away from the death penalty – but that doesn’t make 

it an anti-death penalty initiative 

 DIVO should be used regardless of the victim survivor’s position on the 

death penalty 

 DIVO’s function is to get the victim survivors’ needs met

Why can’t a member of the defense team be used instead? 

 The defense team member’s priority of defending the client would make 

confidentiality and victim focus impossible 

When does DIVO happen? 

DIVO can be used generally at any point in the process although if very early on 

(especially in homicide cases) victim survivors may be unable to reflect on needs 

and if right at the end, viewed as a last minute defense tactic 

Can the VOS testify? 

 No, part of the agreement entering into DIVO is that the VOS will not 

testify nor can records be subpoenaed 

o I hire a VOS? 

 Discuss local practices 

 

No, although it’s most commonly used in capital cases as that’s where 

Recognize that in death penalty cases if there’s any movement, it’s going 

but that doesn’t make 

DIVO should be used regardless of the victim survivor’s position on the 

DIVO’s function is to get the victim survivors’ needs met 

The defense team member’s priority of defending the client would make 

DIVO can be used generally at any point in the process although if very early on 

cases) victim survivors may be unable to reflect on needs 

No, part of the agreement entering into DIVO is that the VOS will not 
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CODE____________________________________________ 
Last letter of your first name; Day of your birth (01-3); First letter of birth city   

 

Research helps to improve future trainings. We would appreciate your completing a pre 

and post survey. Be sure you fill out the CODE above. 

 

Defense-Initiated Victim Outreach-Defense Pre 

 
Instructions: Please provide a response for each item that follows on the front and back of 
these pages.  Thank you for your participation. 
1.  Your Gender:   2. Your Age: _____________________ 
 
3. Your Ethnic Background: 

 . Black or African American  White   American Indian or Alaska Native 
 . Asian    Hispanic or Latino  Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 

 
4. After reading the following options, please indicate your primary occupational affiliation.  
 

 a. Defense Attorney    
 b. Prosecutor        
 c. Judge     
 d. Victim Assistance Provider  

 e. Victim Outreach Specialist    
 f. Clergy 
     g. Other.e.g. mitigation specialist, investigator (specify) ___________________________________ 

 

    

M F

I. Rate the degree of your familiarity with the DIVO process. 

 

 

Little      Some     Much 

Requirements for engaging a Victim Outreach Specialist (VOS).     
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IV. Defense Section 
Agree                       Disagree                                                                                                                              

 

Role of the Victim Outreach Specialist (VOS). 

 
    

 

 

 

Preparation of motion for funding for Victim Outreach Specialist (VOS).     
 

 

 

Information sharing by the defense with the Victim Outreach Specialist (VOS).     
 

 

 

Information sharing by Victim Outreach Specialist (VOS) with the defense.     
 

 

 

Letter writing to victim-survivor from the defense.     
 

 

 

II. Rate your knowledge about DIVO.   

Little      Some     Much 

      Extent of your overall knowledge about DIVO.     
 

 

 

Main source of knowledge: 
 Website 
 Colleague 
 Handled DIVO case(s) 

 Literature 

 Seminar/training/workshop 
  Law school course    
Other (specify) ____________________________________ 

III. Rate your familiarity with the with the victim-survivor’s experience.  

Little      Some     Much 

Death notification.     
 

 

 

Changes in the assumptive base.     
 

 

 

Relationship with coroner’s office, police & detectives.     
 

 

 

Relationship with the defense.     
 

 

 

Relationships with family & friends.     
 

 

 

Common emotions.     
 

 

 

Experiences with mental health professionals/ support groups/clergy.     
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My job does not include concern about the victim-survivor except as a 

fact witness. 

5 4 3 2 1 NA 
 

I need to protect myself from a victim-survivor who is in deep pain and 

hostile. 

5 4 3 2 1   NA 

If I attempt to meet the needs of the victim-survivor, it will interfere with 

the necessary advocacy for my client. 

 

5 4 3 2 1   NA 
 

If I attempt to meet the needs of the victim-survivor, my actions will be 

perceived as manipulative.  

 

5 4 3 2 1   NA 
 

In representing my client, I have no obligation to reduce the tension in 

the courtroom. 

5 4 3 2 1   NA 
 

DIVO offers an opportunity to advance the anti-death penalty agenda. 

 

5 4 3 2 1   NA 

Be sure you fill out the CODE on page 1 
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CODE____________________________________________ 
Last letter of your first name; Day of your birth (01-3); First letter of birth city   

 

Defense-Initiated Victim Outreach-Defense Post 

Instructions: Please provide a response for each item that follows on the front and back of 
these pages.  Thank you for your participation. Be sure to fill out the CODE above. 
 

 
 

 
 

I. Rate the degree of your familiarity with the DIVO process. 

 

 

Little      Some     Much 

Requirements for engaging a Victim Outreach Specialist (VOS).     
 

 

 

Role of the Victim Outreach Specialist (VOS). 

 
    

 

 

 

Preparation of motion for funding for Victim Outreach Specialist (VOS).     
 

 

 

Information sharing by the defense with the Victim Outreach Specialist (VOS).     
 

 

 

Information sharing by Victim Outreach Specialist (VOS) with the defense.     
 

 

 

Letter writing to victim-survivor from the defense.     
 

 

 

II. Rate your knowledge about DIVO.   

Little      Some     Much 

      Extent of your overall knowledge about DIVO.     
 

 

 

III. Rate your familiarity with the with the victim-survivor’s  experience.  

Little      Some     Much 

Death notification.     
 

 

 

Changes in the assumptive base.     
 

 

 

Relationship with coroner’s office, police and detectives.     
 

 

 

Relationship with the defense.     
 

 

 

Relationships with family & friends.     
 

 

 

Common emotions.     
 

 

 

Experiences with mental health professionals/ support groups/clergy.     
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IV. Defense Section 
Agree                       Disagree                                                                                                                              

My job does not include concern about the victim-survivor except as a 

fact witness. 

 

5 4 3 2 1 NA 
 

I need to protect myself from a victim-survivor who is in deep pain and 

hostile. 

 

5 4 3 2 1   NA 

If I attempt to meet the needs of the victim-survivor, it will interfere with 

the necessary advocacy for my client. 

 

5 4 3 2 1   NA 
 

If I attempt to meet the needs of the victim-survivor, my actions will be 

perceived as manipulative.  

 

5 4 3 2 1   NA 
 

In representing my client, I have no obligation to reduce the tension in 

the courtroom. 

 

5 4 3 2 1   NA 
 

DIVO offers an opportunity to advance the anti-death penalty agenda 5 4 3 2 1   NA 
 

 
 

V. Future Training & Information Needs 

(Consider how you would like to be trained.  Then check all that apply) 
 

 Case examples where DIVO was used. 
    

 Literature/films on restorative justice. 
       

 Information about DIVO in other states. 
    

 Training in Victim Offender Mediation. 
     

 Literature/films on victim-survivors and trauma. 
    

 First-hand accounts of victim-survivor experiences in the criminal justice system. 
 

Blogs/discussion with attorneys about DIVO. 
 

Blogs/discussion with victim advocates/VOS about DIVO. 
 

       Other (specify) ___________________________________ 

 
Be sure you entered a CODE on page 1 
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Appendix 9 
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